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In the ſpring of 1792, it was ſuggeſted 

to me by ſome moſt dear and intimate 

friends, that, from the age and long ſer- 

vices of the profeſſor of civil law in this 

univerſity, it might be a meaſure both 

agreeable to him, and acceptable beſides 

to all concerned in the nomination, were 

the active duties of that chair to be diſ- 

charged, in time coming, by another; 

who ſhould, upon that gentleman's reſig- 

nation, be appointed joint profeſſor with 

the right of ſurvivancy: and, for this 

purpoſe, they kindly thought that the 

choice, without any impropriety, might 

a | fall 
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fall on me. 1 certainly had ho raſh con- 

fidence in my qualifications otherwiſe z 

and my friends beſides knew, as well as I 

did myſelf, that neither my habits nor 

inclinations were greatly academical, Yet 

the ſtation was moſt honourable ; and in 

my circumſtances alſo (if my abilities 

could at all compaſs the duty) to decline 

the offer would have been a crime. I did 

not deliberate. long: and I loſt leſs time 

ſtill in taking the neceſſary meaſures upon 

my reſolution. So far as in a moſt infig- 

nificant perſon, and in a ſtill more inſig- 

nificant life, any thing could have been 

done by me to create either enmity or fa- 

your, there was nothing that I had ta 

hope (as I was well aware) from the rul- 

ing political intereſt in Scotland, It was 

then with me juſt as it is now; in power 

equally and in wiſhes, Neither was want 
3 of 

\ 



: of influence on the one fide of Scottiſh poli- 

tics (hen more than now) made up by any 

weight in the oppoſite ſcale, If I had ever 
been counted (which is more than I know)I 

had ceaſed to make any part of the calcu- 

lation, Yet it ſo happened, that the ex- 

ertions of perſonal friendſhip were as effi- 

cacious, and even as ſpeedy, as if I had 

been whirled in the political gig: and it 

was underſtood on all hands, that the elec- 

tion would take place, and be over, as to 

all parties, in the enſuing ſummer. 

It fell out ſomewhat otherwiſe. In the 

month of June of the ſame year, ſome op- 

poſition began to be made ; and ſtrong 

things were even ſaid that the appoint- 

ment ſhould never happen. The nomina- 

tion was, in the firſt inſtance, with the fa- 

culty of advocates; indeed, as in effect, 

2 2 | was 
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was with them excluſively. The mode wag. 

| to name two perſons out of their body; 

one of whom the patrons of the univerſity 

were then to chuſe to fill the office. The 

| reality of appointment was thus with the 

! faculty. My friends thought it adviſable 

| (in the circumſtances of oppoſition ſaid to 

k exiſt elſewhere) that a meeting of that bo- 

dy, as on this buſineſs, ſhould be immedt- 

it ately held. In the beginning of July the 

faculty unanimouſly named me, together 

„ with a confidential friend“: They further 

U recommended to me, and I accordingly. 

began, the preparation of a courſe of lec- 
| Fl 
+4 

N tures. 

| My general ſtudies of the civil law, be- 

a | came now more Pointed and particular, 

\ In the enſuing November, the town coun- 

cil 
_. - 1 7 ? Mr. Adam Gillies, 
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eil of Edinburgh, as patrons of the uni- 

verſity, did me the honour of confirming 

the nomination made by the faculty of 

advocates. A few days afterwards I en- 

tered on the duties of my ſtation, 

In an introductory diſcourſe, I endea- 

voured to ſet forth, in a general view, 

what I thought to be the nature, authori- 

ty, and uſe, of the civil law ; deſcribing, 

at the ſame time, the method I was my- 

ſelf to adopt in its explanation. I repeat- 

ed the ſame diſcourſe, with a few varia- 

tions, in beginning my lectures this win 

ter likewiſe. And I now give it to the 

world, nearly as it was delivered ; or with 

ſome light and not important changes. 

I have done the ſame as to what I aid 

in introducing my lectures on the Pan- 

a 3 dects. 
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dects. And as the lectures in that courſe 

are given in Latin, I have ventured, in 

that language, to ſubmit, with much hu- 

mility, to the judgment of the learned, 

my general opinions on the civil law: 

upon which they will decide, as well as 

on the ſtile in which theſe opinions are 

delivered, 

As theſe publications are not the ſame, 

ſo neither are the things ſaid in them. 

Yet had there even been more ſimilarity 

and coincidence than there is, I ſhould 

ſtill have made them ſeparate treatiſes. 

While I intend them to ſerve the ſame 

common purpoſe, they will ſerve it each 

in their own way. I wiſh the learned to 

reſume ; I wiſh the unlearned to begin; | 

theſe ſtudies. Yet by unlearned I do not 

mean ignorant: and ſtill leſs do I mean 

thoſe _ 
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thoſe unwilling to learn. Only 3 2 popu-· 

lar addreſs may be neceſſary to ſome: to 

others I may ſpeak on the civil law in the 

language itſelf of the civil law. 

My reaſons for giving both theſe things 

to the world will be very apparent to thoſe 

who read them. The civil law has fallen. 

It is our intereſt greatly that it ſhould be 

reſtored. My ſtation impoſes on me the 

duty to do what I can in this great work. 

It can be but little, But if it be any thing; 

to that I am bound. Nothing can abſolve 

me from the obligation, unleſs a conſciouſ- 

neſs of total incapacity; which (had I 

felt it) ſhould have made me reject the ſitu- 

ation in which the obligation could exiſt, 

It would be a great duty at any time to 

revive this beautiful ſcience, In theſe 

a 4 times, 
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times, and in circumſtances like mine, it 

is indiſpenſible wholly, Men are run- 

ning mad after their own conceits. Theſe 
viſions of this night of Europe can be diſ- 

pelled only by the realities of day. And 

in the light that ſhone, before our ſun 

had ſet, nothing was brighter than the 

Roman juriſprudence. 

In my unintermitted labours (uninter- 

mitted from the neceſſity of the thing; | 

with ſo much to do, and ſo little ſpace to 

do it in) I have felt at times great anima- 

tion, and at others much depreſſion. De- 

ſpondency 1s not a natural inmate of my 

mind; but who could look at what ſur= 

rounded him, and not be terrified and diſ- 

mayed ! What delight could there be like- 

wiſe even as to literary fame, in the un- 

grateful labours of ſcience ſoon to periſh, 

1 irs 
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in 4 barbariſm not fabled even of the Sa- 

racens or Huns! Silent leges inter arma. 

This was an old ſaying. It was now to be 

accompliſhed in a new manner. The very 

notion of juſtice was to be deſtroyed, and 

all its principles ſubjected to caſual will. 

When this will made evil ceaſe, it was on- 

ly to create evil. Alps roſe on Alps,” 

in this war againſt heaven; and the weas» 

ried eye could ſee no end. * The morn- 

ing cometh ;” but immediately it was 

added; and alſo the night.” In the in- 

termitting flaſhes of this terrible tempeſt, 

confounding earth and heaven, the mo- 

mentary gleam was only upon ſcenes of 

unceaſing and renewing horrors. In theſe 

* days of trouble and of treading down,” 

the mind naturally fixed irſelf upon any 

thing elſe than the reſearches of ſcience 

and the charms of the muſes, Looking at 

and 
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and looked upon by danger in the face; 

in mingled fear, courage, duty, and re- 

venge; the heart beat to arms alone: cry- 

ing, with the prophet, and in his ſpi- 

rit;—* Ariſe, ye princes, and anoint the 

« ſhield.” 

Yet it is a dreadful war, a cruel and ex- 

terminating war; a war that, in all its 

parts, and on every fide, humanity cannot 

view without inſufferable pangs : and 

(what enlarges the horror almoſt to de- 

ſpair) it may be an unſucceſsful, or to us, 

and in our times, an endleſs war. But a 

peace (that is what men call a peace) 

would be more cruel, more deſtructive, 

bloody, inhuman, than even this (this 

very) war: which is, THEREFORE, juſt; 

which is, THEREFORE, neceſſary ; which 

muſt, TKEREFORE, be favoured by Heaven 

itſelf : 
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itſelf: and, in its iſſue (ſhould our eyes 

cloſe on theſe our miſeries, ere they paſs 

away) yet redound, in the counſels of a 

good Providence, and as being even a di- 

rect means, to the felicity (perhaps per- 

manent) of the human race, 

We have no patent, no privilege, to 

eſcape from evils. Our duty is to reſiſt 

what we can, and, what we cannot reſiſt, 

to bear. Perhaps in doing our duty, the 

reward of our duty may come ſooner than 

human hope. Let us not anticipate it by 

deluſions ; but work for its coming by pa- 

tient manlineſs. When it arrives thus, it 

will arrive with all its bleſſings. Wiſe dif- 

fidence is not baſe deſpair. Even in com- 

mon things pleaſure is diminiſhed by too 

anxious expectation. Grata ſußerveniet 

que non SPERABITUR Hora. 

5 Surely 
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Surely it will come; But I am earneſt; 

earneſt indeed, that we ſhould neither de- 

ceive others nor be ourſelves deceived, If 

it is to be a. long ſtruggle, why ſhould we 
make ourſelves leſs able to ſuſtain it, from 

want of being prepared! It is a neceſſary 

ſtruggle. 

Ye people! I am one of yourſelves. If 

this be a title of confidence, a preſumption 

of virtue ; believe me worthy of your con- 

fidence, believe me virtuous. I myſelf 

think this to be no ſuch title at all ; and 

thoſe who have claimed upon it have al- 

ways claimed to your ruin Oh! that [ 

bad no ſuch claim to make ! I do not love 

the ariſtocracy of plebeianiſm. The ig- 

noble patriciate has no charms for me. 

But I am one of yourſelves ; and one of 

yourſelves I am likely to remain, More 

likely 
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likely ſo, than any one competitor for 

your favour. It is a truth; and to me a 

very melancholy truth, I moſt ſincerely 

with it were otherwiſe. But it cannot be. 

My politics have, and muſt throw me back. 

I have to daſh with unceaſing oar againſt 

the ſtream. What loſes me favour with 

you, gains me none elſewhere ; that 18, 

with power, or in permanency. I do not 

mean general liking or good will: but 

that was never match, even for mere Pri- 

vate grudge: againſt the grudge of po er 

it is nothing. Yes: I am one of your- 

ſelves ; and likely to remain ſuch. I might 

thus plead your confidence as others do. I 

can plead it on better grounds : unlefs the 

rarity of the thing argue a pravity of in- 

tellect; on a bold ſacrifice (I hope not un- 

wiſe) of intereſt to duty, What I have 

faid and done has not profited me. What 

I am 
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I am to ſay and do, will profit me as little: 

Leſs cannot be.—Hear me, then E- 

where I look not : unleſs indeed very high. 

From you, if I cannot gain favour, I am 

entitled to attention. Hear a man, who 

muſt either ſpeak wiſdom or madneſs ; for 

he has thought, and he is ſincere. . 

Yet I wiſh you not to imagine, that ſin- 

cerity and truth do not dwell with others: 

that they are not in ſober ordinary life, 

and in the places of fair and honeſt office. 

A courtier, believe me; even the worſt of 

them ; is much better than a demagogue : 

and for a man to be in office would be a 

preſumption with me (except in very de- 

praved times) of his being a worthy cha- 

racter. It is a terrible deluſion and miſ- 

chief, the believing, that virtue abounds 

as money fails; and that a man performs 

his 
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tle: | his duty the better for wanting the means 

e- of duty. Men (as men) are not made for 

theſe ſtrainings. Neither ſhould I allow 

the men of means to hold themſelves out 

as the only men of performance. Eſpe- 

cially, men whoſe means are not more 

than their inſolence. Means are not there- 

* fore and always ends. I ſhould certainly 

in- not permit thoſe men to be too proud, 

rS : who defend at once the conſtitution and 

fe, their ſalaries; and who, by diſplaying 

ce. | their loyalty, diſplay their power. Inte- 

of reſt may be, and (for the honour of hu- 

e: manity) it often is, joined with duty. 

a But it cannot well be denied (and after all) 

e- that, when your duty is your intereſt, 

a- Pour duty is the eaſter. Even I myſelf 

{- do not go quite ſo far, as to maintain, 

Is 1 that a man is Zherefore diſintereſted, be- 

18 5 cauſe he is PAID for it. 

is Still 
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Still leſs are thoſe who xxPECT TO BE 

PAID; and to be paid in a coin that ne- 

ver yet ifſued from a king's treaſury : they 

who are to have your fortunes, your lives 

your actions, your thoughts; your {leep- } 

ing, your waking; ALL THEIRS: who | 
are to be enfeoffed in you as their eſtate, 

whoſe title is to be ſtrengthened in your | 

blood, in whoſe mercileſs law, poſſeſſing 

and deſtroying you, in an inheritance of 

everlaſting murder, mortuus ſaſit vivum ! 

They dare not yet avow to you their 

league with thoſe, who © have made a 

* covenant with death, and with hell are 

at agreement.” They (yet) make “ lies 

* their refuge, and under falſehood hide 

“ themſelves.” They extol peace with 

the minds of war ; they talk of brother- 

hood and think of carnage. They dare 

not praiſe the French leaders; but they 

; praiſe 
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praiſe the French revolution. They de- 

ſeribe your war, as injuſtice more unjuſt 

7 than any thing charged againſt France, 

And giving common places a guilty dig- 

nity, they compare (in their arithmetic of 

crime and blood) the ſlaughter of the 

ſword and the guillotine, Theſe are their 
arts of deceit, leading directly to their 
practices of violence. Let us conſider this 

war - of which they talk leſs ignorantly 

than criminally ; although their talk ig 

wholly without knowledge. 

I do not include all who condemn the 

war in this ſociety of devils. Wickedneſs 

has never been able to do much miſchief 

among men but with weakneſs. The de- 

ceived (it is honourable to human nature, 

and it is alſo its ſhame) are always more 

in number than the deceivers. 

b Nations 

— 

* 
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Nations are moral perſons. With this I 

begin. With this I ſhall end” They ought 
to be impelled by the ſame feelings of na 

ture ; they ought to be reſtrained by the 

{ame government of reaſon ; by which in- 

dividuals are reſtrained and individuals im- 

pelled. What a good man would not do, 

a good nation ſhould not do, What a good 

man would undertake, a good nation 

ſhould undertake. They ſhould do it the 

more, for their more power : and becauſe g 

with them to undertake is more frequent- 

ly to accompliſh. Like a good man they 

ſhould ſtudy the welfare of their neigh- 

bours, Like a good man they ſhould 

ſtudy their own welfare. They ſhould 

— — — U , , ,, COT ts — 
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(like him) hold their proſperity and pow- 

er not worth the having without the ge- 

| nerous ule ; and they ſhould remember 4 

* (like him) that the uſe cannot be, unleſs 4 
N | with 
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ä 
with prudent ſelf. ſafety. He who riſks 
unwiſely deſtroys himſelf, and does not 

preſerve others. Let, therefore, nations 

be prudent as wiſe individuals are pru- 

dent; and generous with the generoſity 

of generous individuals : FOR NATIONS 

ARE MORAL PERSONS, 

There are people who dare to tell Eng- 

liſhmen, that while they can wring a ſix- 

pence of profit from blood, that blood 

ſhould mercileſsly and unceaſingly flow. 

It is not the carnage of the war that they 

lament, but that the carcaſes of the ſlain 

do not yield us a per-centage. Let Ger- 

mans and French march and murder ; 

but let them march in Engliſh ſhoes, and 

murder with Engliſh muſquets. Arms! 

arms and cloathing ! re-echoed from 

b 2 * Picardy 

% 
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% Picardy to Provence.“ Let Engliſh 
hammers beat on Engliſh anvils, 

(no matter for it !)—let this be the 

and 

forge of utter deſtruction for the human 

race; beyond the natural endurance of 

human exiſtence, and the natural limits 

of human power. Let there be a market 

for England; though it were of caſe- ſhot, 

to murder thouſands, quicker than the 

minutes fly; loading and re- loading, in 

ſlaughter even more dreadful than ſwift ; 

while the Engliſh flint ſtrikes true to the 

French will of death, in the ſtreets, im- 

paſſable with carcaſes and deluged with 

blood, of miſerable Lyons or Toulon ! 

What of it all! It is “ our true policy 

they ſay. Thus“ the French gold and 

s filver might have reſted with us.“ For 

| &* theſe demands could ONLY be ſupplied 

cc by 

See a pamphlet ſaid to be written by one Jaſper 
Wilſon, 
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| ſame Wilſon; 

( xxi ) 
« by England.” My ſickening frame 

Such words! How terrible! Our nation 

ſhall not be ſo belied. No! Our mer- 
chants are indeed THE HONOURABLE OF 

THE EARTH *, No ſuch counſel ſhall be 

taken againſt them 

* Periſh our commerce, let our conſti- 

tution live!” If theſe words are taken ab- 

ſolutely, they are indeed fooliſh words. 

But none will take them abſolutely, un- 

leſs a great fool ; or unleſs he, who ſhould 

be a great fool. They were the words of a 

moſt eloquent and ſtill wiſer man; and I 

beg leave here to repeatthemafterhim, He, 

indeed, only repeated them after another. 

But I ſhould be proud to repeat them, 

were they merely his own, * Periſh our 

b 3 com- 

* See the title-page of the ſame pamphlet of the 
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commerce, let our conſtitution live!“ 

The feeling that leads to the expreſſion of 

this wiſh, is the great ſecurity of our com- 

merce. Without our conſtitution, our 

commerce is not. With it, our com- 

merce would grow up and ſpread from 

annihilation. While it branches from 

our conſtitution as its root, while we have 

it at once the tree of commerce and of 

freedom, its boughs will continue to ſeek 

the heavens, its cover to be the reſting 

place of the nations. Even if in the in- 

clement days of war, it ſhould, for a while, 

ſtand leafleſs and bare (a thing that has 

never happened heretofore, and is as little 

likely to happen now) it would only be 

to bud and bring forth again, in the bet- 

ter ſkies of a milder ſeaſon. But if the 

root ſhall be once gone, the ſapleſs re- 

mains will ſpeedily dic away beyond all 

hopes 
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hopes of revival. They will only crackle 

in the French furnace; and be diſſipated, 

in a moment, and for ever, in the ſtench 

and vapour of their noiſome revolutions. 

3 Hitherto, in the ſunſhine, in the genial 

| air, of our conſtitutional liberty, our com- 

merce has been an ever- green. With a re- 

volution of our ſyſtem, there would be a 

revolution of our climate. It would be tlie 

bdͥreadful ſign, at once, and the fatal com- 

A pletion, of our remedileſs fall. 

| '® 
5 “ Periſh our commerce; live our con- 

<« ſtitution.” So ſpoke Mr. Grattan in the 

Iriſh Houſe of Commons, on the bulinefs 

of the Iriſh propoſitions, ſeveral years 

ago. He was not accuſed of undervalu- 

ing the commerce of Ireland. Yet it is 
© 
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not this gentleman to whom I referred, as 

the great and original authority. This is 

b 4 older 
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commerce, let our conſtitution live !” 

The feeling that leads to the expreſſion of 

this wiſh, is the great ſecurity of our com- 

merce. Without our conſtitution, our 

commerce is not. With it, our com- 

merce would grow up and ſpread from 

annihilation, While it branches from 

our conſtitution as its root, while we have 

it at once the tree of commerce and of 

freedom, its boughs will continue to ſeek 

the heavens, its cover to be the reſting 

place of the nations. Even if in the in- 

clement days of war, it ſhould, for a while, 

ſtand leafleſs and bare (a thing that has 

never happened heretofore, and is as little 

likely to happen now) it would only be 

to bud and bring forth again, in the bet- 

ter ſkies of a milder ſeaſon. But if the 

root ſhall be once gone, the ſapleſs re- 

mains will ſpeedily die away beyond all 

hopes 
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hopes of revival. They will only crackle 

in the French furnace; and be diſſipated, 

in a moment, and for ever, in the ſtench 

and vapour of their noiſome revolutions. 

Hitherto, in the ſunſhine, in the genial 

air, of our conſtitutional liberty, our com- 

merce has been an ever-green, With a re- 

volution of our ſyſtem, there would be a 

revolution of our climate. It would be the 

dreadful ſign, at once, and the fatal com- 

pletion, of our remedileſs fall. 

« Periſh our commerce; live our con- 

„ ſtitution.” So ſpoke Mr. Grattan in the 

Iriſh Houſe of Commons, on the bulinefs 

of the Iriſh propofitions, ſeveral years 

ago. He was not accuſed of undervalu- 

ing the commerce of Ireland, Yet it is 

not this gentleman to whom I referred, as 

the great and original authority. This is 

_ by older 
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older ſtill. Tt belongs to the times of the 

American war. With the applauſe (af- 

fected or ignorant) of all the democratiſts | 
of the kingdom, the Houſe of Commons 

heard it ther declared, that your commer- 
cial ordinances were © dead inſtruments, 

4 paſſive tools; that * it was the ſpirit 

of Engliſh communion that gave all 

« their life and efficacy to them: That 

it is the ſpirit of the Engliſh conſtits- 
tion, which infuſed through the mighty 

e maſs, pervades, feeds, unites, invigo- 

< rates, vivifies every part of the empire, 

„ even down to the minuteſt member.“ 

The applauſes of democracy could add 

nothing to the weight of theſe ſentiments 

then. Its reproaches and howlings can 

#0w take nothing from their weight. The 

conclufion of truth then was, as the con- 

eluſion of truth 1040 is. Let us get an 

| ' Ame- 
„ 

* * 
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American revenue as we have got an 

« American empire.“ — This was the lan- 

guage of wiſdom in thoſe times. Let us 

preſerve an Engliſh commerce as we have 

created an Engliſh commerce. — This is the 

language of wiſdomin theſe times.. Eng- 

* liſh privileges have made it all that it 

is: Engliſh privileges alone will make 

it all it can be!“ 

No man was then ſo ſenſeleſs as to tell 

the people, that he who ſpoke thus was 

the foe of commerce, that his ideas were 
fitted only for © the Gothic gloom of a 

4 darker age.” The fooliſh reproach of 

« chivalry” was not then bandied about 
among the muliitude. Commerce and ho- 

nour were not - held forth as ſeparate 

things, It was not reckoned neceſſary to 

the proſperity of trade, that we ſhould - 

trample 
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trample on the titles of a gentleman, as 

they are ſaid to trample on the croſs of 

our Saviour in Japan. Chivalrous ideas 

were; even held as proſpering commerce, 

Hence epic fong had recorded Gama. 

Hence Europe gloried in her Columbus. 

Hence the noble ſtruggles for our unfor- 

tunate Scotland of the high-minded Pater- 

ſon ; he who was to join world to world, 

and ſtretched his trading arm, and by his 

own might alone, from ocean to ocean. 

Filled with the conviction. of theſe truths, 

with the energy of theſe principles, the 

language I have quoted was held by the 

great ſtateſman, who, in the perilous times 

of that dreadful American controverſy, 

repreſented in parliament, by their free 

choice not by his ſolicitation, one of the 

firſt trading cities in the empire; an ho- 

nour altogether unknown in his age, like- 

ly 
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5 ly to be known in no after age; which, 

, in all its circumſtances, has no parallel in 

a8 1 the hiſtory of the world. This ſelected 

e. f guardian, this choſen defender, of tlie 

4. 1 greateſt trading intereſts of this great trad- 

18. ö ing nation, declared your commerce to be 

r nothing without your conſtitution, The 

r- 4 hollow applauſes of democracy (I have 

q, 7 faid) could not then make his opinions 

is þ wrong. I grant (as I have alſo ſaid) that 

. . their open deriſion, now, does not make 

huis opinions better. 
E 

e Tpi was, and is, the great authority. 

3 4 From him, and in his ſpirit, the eloquent and 

noble. minded Windham has ſaid *;—** Pe- 
* ri our commerce, let our conſtitution 

> © live!” He has ſpoken wiſely, Let us 
| I keep 

3 * This (with what goes before, and what follows for 

a page or two) was written long before Mr. Windham 

was a miniſter, It is equally a truth at all times. 
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keep our old conſtitution, our old man- 

ners, our old principles, Let us not, for 

any new-fangled mummeries (even if they 
were innocent mummeries) forget the 

name of Old England, and the ſpirit that 
belongs to the name. With our old prin- 
ciples our old wealth will remain, and 

new wealth flow in upon us. Of theſe 

old principles, that which has been ſu- 

preme, which has guided all our national | 
- 5 * r 

q . 2 1 

acts, and won us all our national glory, 

was the principle on which this preſent 

war, this war of honourable ſafety, is (in 

its grand and ultimate views) ſo eminent- | 

ly placed, that nations are moral perſons. 

Our misfortune has been, in theſe days of 

evil, that ignorance of events, that blind- 

neſs to circumſtances, prevented the ope- 

ration of this principle, when its exertions 

could have been beſt made. Indeed the 

| ſeaſon 

F 
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1- 3 ſeaſon of exertion had nearly paſſed away. 

r The war was not neatly ſo much on that 

y Þ principle, as, according to all our old prae- 
1C 4 tice, It ſhould have been. We had almoſt 

at : no merit, unleſs that of ſelf-defence againſt 

1 moſt dreadful and moſt imminent ſelf- 

danger. We were even ſlow to perceive 

this; and had nearly been ſmothered be- 

fore our awaking. If circumſtances could — 

not account for this ſtrange deviation from 

y, our antient ſpirit, I ſhould ſee in it our 

ſpeedy and inevitable ruin. A ſpiritleſs 

nation muſt ſoon be an undone nation. 

And that nation 1s ſpiritleſs indeed, which 

could fee a great people moſt foully op- 

preſſed, without interpoſing againſt the 

2 oppreflors. If ſuch could be the conduct 

Hof this country, in oppreſſion palpably 

4 known and ſeen, ſuch a people of daſtards 

&Z would ſoon looſe trading enterpriſe, with 

1 7 other 
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other enterpriſe. There would ſpeedily 

not be found among them a taylor's gooſe, : 

nor a weaver's ſhuttle. But they did not 

ſee the oppreſſions. While the ſmoke of q 

hell was obſcuring the heavens, they were 

told it was the incenſe of liberty aſcending 

in grateful homage to the Moſt High ! 

Our old generoſity was duped by our old 

generoſity, It was an error of facts, not 

of principles. Engliſhmen had not for- 

loſt the diſcernment of their fathers. It is 

— ũꝗ z ̃˙—Ü W 

| 

| 
gotten their fathers” ſpirit ; but they had 

| 
thus we juſtify our nation, 

| 

| 

Had the faQts been known ; upon all 

| | the old principles, there muſt have been 

war, inſtant war, on the firſt news having 

arrived among us of the proceedings of 

October 1789. The ſhout of hoſtile juſ- 

| tice, unleſs we renounced our fathers, 

5 muſt 
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muſt have been heard from the channel to 

the Deucaledonian ſea. When was it that 

England did not arm for the 4alvation of 

Europe ? Yes! I forget. There are mo- 

dern inſtances. © Such was the conqueſt 

* of Corlica, by the profeſſed enemies of 

« the freedom of mankind, in defiance of 
* thoſe” (of us, the ſubjects of the king 

of Great Britain)“ who were formerly its 

PROFESSED DEFENDERS. Such was al- 

ſo our ſtupid and guilty gaze at the parti- 

tion of Poland. Theſe abandonments of 

duty had their cauſes alſo; not matters of 

this place. They had their puniſhments 

too; not matters of this place neither. 

But the very abandonment of the duty 

was an acknowledgement of the duty. It 

was univerſally reproached to theſe admi- 

niſtrations, chat it was duty which they 

had abandoned. The private feelings (ra- 

ws ther 
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ther the public feelings) and inclinations 

of Engliſhmen, were well known, and 

ſtrongly manifeſted. Yet, in the one caſe, 

it was only a ſmall opening to a family 

ſcheme of political aggrandiſement ; from 

which, in the ſituation of Europe, great 

evil was not to be feared. In the other, 

it was a plan of tyrannic plunder, ſhock- 

ing indeed to the moral ſentiments ; but, 

from diſtance and inconnexion, little al- 

lied to our politics, and not affecting our 

immediate intereſts at all: perhaps, in point 

of general intereſt, not of diſſervice to us 

even remotely ; unleſs it were that diſſer- 

vice, which, in the“ even-handed” diſ- 

penſations of a good providence, ariſes 

from not reſiſting what is wicked and 

immoral. Virtue is a principle of chival- 

ry ; and being thus allied with wiſdom, is 

allied with advantage too, But ſuch were 

theſe 
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}beſe tiob inſtances ; the firſt in which we 

had given up our character of the PRO- 

FESSED DEFENDERS of Europe: Such 

were theſe two inſtances ; in which this 

abandonment of our character was loudly 

teproached ; in which our national inter- 

ference was by the nation loudly called 

for. Such were theſe inſtances of general 

duty, neglected fatally, After the ſixth 

of October 1789, it was not general duty 

merely that gave the ſummons. Each par- 

ticular energy belonging to our nature 

tas called out, every nerve of ſenſibility 

was touched; every ſtring of our heart 

ought to have vibrated. Now, it was not 

the meaſured ambition of family aggran- 

diſement ; nor the hurried rapacity of deſ- 

potic plunder, ſudden to ſeize and quick 

to be ſatisfied, - It was the long cool plan 
of a voyage of blood ; endleſs in its pro- 

* 

0 greſs 
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greſs, unſatiated in its victims. It was an 

ambition not to be filled up by the com- 

mon meaſure of crime, nor to be content= 

ed with ordinary victory. ENGLISHMEN 

did not rife againſt this! Their faces did 

not Haſh indignation. Their arms were 

not lifted for overthrow. Why -l have 

told the reaſon— THEY HAD NOT ro- 4 

GOTTEN THEIR FATHERS" SPIRIT; BUT | 

THEY HAD LOST THE DISCERNMENT 

OF THEIR FATHERS. F 

LD_av a 

This 1s the beſt place for putting ſame 

authorities. They ate good for this place; n 

conſidering the immediate argument J 

am upon. They are good for it; conſi- 

dering the character in which I at preſent 

addreſs the public. They are good for 

it; as being derived from that law, the 

teaching of which is my duty, and of 

| which 
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J which what follows afterwards (alas ! 

why ſhould it need it!) is the recommen- 

dation. 

I ſhall here, too, ſave myſelf ſome trou- 

ble. So much time has intervened, ſince 

what is now to be read began to be print- 

ed, that I have delivered as part of a lec- 

ture (about the middle of laſt winter) | 

what I intended to have put here. I ſhall 

now replace it. Perhaps thoſe who heard 

it, may be as well pleaſed to ſee it in this 

way as to hear it again. It ſhall be very 

nearly as they heard it. 

Inſtead of ſaving myſelf trouble I have 

given myſelf ſome; for, what I had to 

ſeek has been more difficult to be found, 

among a maſs of papers, confuſed by my- 

ſelf or by others, than it would have been 

c 2 ; to 
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to write the ſame things over again three 

times. However, this is nobody's buſineſs 

but my own: and ſo I go on. It is a good 

thing, ſometimes, that a man can carry 

his ideas about him like his ſhirt. 

Mr. Fox has ſpoken much abſurdity on 

this matter. In a man who was born on- 

ly to ſpeak . wiſdom ; wiſdom, I mean, 

ſuired to the occaſion of ſpeaking ; this 1s 

a matter melancholy as to himſelf, calami- 

tous as to his country. Whatever other 

calamities ſhe may have, I truſt, ſhe will 

not have this long. And, I truſt too, that 

her calamities will never ceaſe, but as 

bringing with their end My, Fox's felici- 

ty. He is ſurely a man, concerning whom 

it is honourable to be intereſted in his 

fortunes, 

6 N 
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By a grand principle of original equity 

(of which the maxims are moſt beautiful- 

ly delineated in the juriſprudence of 

Rome) every individual is entitled not 

only to repel injuries begun, but to guard 

himſelf againſt injuries dreaded. He has 

a legal courſe for the one, as for the other; 

and the prætor as readily granted the cau- 

tio de damno infecto, as he entertained the 

afio injuriarum. This principle of private 

equity was applied equally, in their juriſ- 

prudence, to public concerns, In the ſame 

manner, too, the principle has been re- 

ceived by the great writers, in modern 

times, on the law of nations, 

When any ſtate, therefore, by whatever 

means, by its doctrines, or by its arms, or 

by both, attempts that which may endan- 

ger (on the meaſurement of rational fear) 

e 3 "WE 
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the ſafety and intereſts of any other ſtate, 

the ſtate rationally fearing is entitled, on 

that ground, to make war, if it do not ob- 

tain, or for the purpoſe of obtaining, ra- 

tional ſecurity. There may be errors here, 

as there are errors elſewhere. But that is 

not our theſis. It is the right to make ra- 

tional 2var, from rational fear. Allow the 

right; and I forbid you not to examine 

the circumſtances. For, all that I contend 

for is, that it /hozld be a queſtion of circum- 

flances. "This granted, my cauſe is won. 

There is a moſt beautiful antient ſay- 

ing, which has been ſaid again by Gro- 

tius. Quzs libi fic timere permiſit ! Had this 

fallen in the way of Mr. Fox, what a 

beautiful declamation would Ee have faſ- 

tened on it! But it is truth, ſimple truth, 

that is wanted now. The dainties of ora- f 

tory 
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tory will not make amends for the famine 

of reaſon. Pane egeo jam mellitis potiore 

placentts 

The faying that I have quoted, in 

its own unperverted ſenſe, is not finer than 

it is true. It is full of law, full of mora- 

lity, full of religion, full of true ſtateſman 

policy. The danger reſiſted muſt be in 

itſelf danger. No man is entitled to make 

his own fear the ruin of others, and the 

calamity of nations, 

Yet where the fear is rational and wiſe 

(whether in the caſe of individuals or 

ſtates) it is not only the juſtification of 

reſiſtance to death ; but not to proclaim 

the fear, not to ſpread the alarm, is a baſe 

deſertion of a man's ſelf, and a baſer de- 

ſertion of his nation. To fear to be afraid, 

£4 18 
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is want of courage; and not to tell your 

fears (in prudent telling) want of ſenſe, 

This holds in individual conduct, and as 
to matters of private life. In the concerns 

of nations, the enlargement of the duty 1s 

manifeſt. Let us all make it up (as far as 

we can make it up) to its compaſs. 

In times of danger, every citizen has 

lis public duty. He is to watch for him- 

ſelf; and for his country. Let us not 

have the curſe bewailed by the prophet of 

old. His watchmen are blind: they 

+. are all ignorant, they are all dumb dogs, 
they cannot bark; ſleeping, lying down, 

* loving to ſlumber.” Let us not have 

the ſelfiſh ſpirit equally bewailed, in the 

{ame place, and by the ſame authority, 

“They all look to their own way, every 

% one for his gain from his quarter.“ 

Perhape, 
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Perhaps, in the diſpenſations of a good - 

. providence, it has been decreed that our 

8 public ſpirit, which, in a corrupted age, 

8 could be awakened by nothing elſe, ſhould 

s be awakened by our public fear. 
3 

S 8 
5 ; 

[ The authorities that I am to cite from 
. . 10 the writers on public law, are now (ſince 

s MF this began to be wrote), ſome of them, 

- KK ſomewhat fuſty. One or two of them 

have been wholly untouched. The touch- 

dd and untouched equally are full of wiſ- 

7 dom. None of them have yet loſt their 

* virtues; even thoſe that have been moſt 

: uſed. They are able yet to ſeaſon and 

preſerve even ſuch writing as mine, and 

ſave it from its own periſhableneſs. 

I ſhall begin with ſome never uſed. They 
are to be found in the admirable treatiſe 

of Ulric Huber, © De Jure Civitatis.” 
V idendum 
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Videndum, ne non ex eodem fundamento 

recte ſtatuatur, poſſe vicinum impediri, ne in 

ſuo ſolo, fine alia cauſa, ſuaque evidenti uli- 

litate, munimentum nobis propinquum extru- 

at, aut aliud quid faciat, unde juſta formi- 

do periculi oriatur ; :dque non minus quam 

quilibet rede prohibetur aliquid in ſuo, re 

bus noftris inferatur *. 

Here the principle is clearly laid, that 

| fear of danger (rational fear) is juſt ground 

of war; and from whatever cauſe the fear 

may proceed. The ſtupid principle (ſtu- 

pid, as it is maintained) of the indepen- 

dence of nations, never once came into this 

learned man's head. He thought, that na- 

tions, among each other, had juſt the 

ſame 

* Lib, 3. Cap. 7. F. 4. 

ſua non poſtulante, facere, quo damnum re- 
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ſame laws as other moral perſons. It was 

not enough that what a nation did was 

within ils own territory and juriſdiction. 

It was obliged to manage its own territo- 

ry, and uſe its own juriſdiction, in a way 

that ſhould not hurt its neighbours. 

Otherwiſe, it was not independence but 

ſuperiority, It had a ſervitude againſt 

other nations, or it held them in a vaſſa- 

lage. This claim of ſervitude or vaſſalage 

might be reſiſted to blood, An individual, 

as 1n the ſame caſe, againſt an indiviuual, 

might go to a court of law, A nation 

againſt a nation was to go to the field. 

Each, in each inſtance, went to the place 

of deciſion. 

The ſame wiſe man adds, in the ſame 

place, the following wiſe reſervation, 

Quod 
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Quod tamen uſque eo non extendendum, 

ut bellum promiſcue ad alterius minuendam 

potentiam movere liceat, quomodo aliqui dif. 

putant, eodem argumento; quod ſcilicet, ex la- 

cito generis zumani paclo, idem ad ſecuritatem | 

procurandam quod ad damnum averten- 

dum liceat; enim vero fattum aliquod ſpeci- 

ale opus eft ut accedat, unde animus læden- 

Ji probabiliter colligi paſ/et. 

Huber is right. That fear cannot be 

rational, which proceeds only upon inde- 

finite notions of providing for our own 

advantage, Such a ſyſtem of mind is, in 

truth, the abſence of fear. It is the cool 

look of ambition. And no zacit pact is 

admiſſible, by which, on the principle of 

doing good to ourſelves, we ſhould per- 

petually be led to do wrong to others. In 

fact, this claim would be of ſuperiority, 

ON 
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on our part; and, creating rational feat; 

would juſtify ſtrong reſiſtance, in others; 

I forbear to quote the two ſections that 

follow. They well deſerve to be read. 

Among other excellent things, it 1s excel- 

lently ſaid, that if a Prince oppreſſes his 

people, and even in caſes where that 

people itſelf could not conſtitutionally re- 

{iſt the oppreſſion, this conſlitulional impe- 

diment is yet no bar to a foreign nation 

arming, by the common rights of humanity, 

for the purpoſe of reſcuing the oppreſſed 

anddeſtroying the oppreſſor. We find, here, 

that chivalry is lat. In truth, it is the hiſto- 

ry of our own glorious revolution. Surely if 

the people oppreſs kings, theſame law holds. 

Oppreſſion does not change its nature by 

its objects. While further, in this new op- 

Preſſion of kings, the oppreſſion of the 

people 
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people is more dreadful too. Its degrees 

are enhanced beyond calculation. 

In another work (of which the princi- 

pal diviſions are named /e&ons, and the 

ſubdiviſions chapters; and of which the 

title is © Inſtitutionis reipublicæ liber ſin- 

4 gularis”) the doctrine juſt now ſtated is 

laid down by Huber, in very ſhort and 

very preciſe terms. I ſhall, therefore, 

quote the words. Ino et pro ſubjectis ali- 

enis licere bellum ſuſcipere, fi maniſeſta fit 

imperantis injuria, generis humant refert*, 

And ſhall not the wrong of the ſubjects 

be an equal caule ! 

There is placed, immediately before 

this, a general rule, which comprehends 

all equally ; kings and ſubjects. He had 

been 

® SeQ. 3. cap. 13.—“ De Cauſis et Jure Belli.“ 
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been ſpeaking of the right of juſt revenge 

and puniſhment; and adds as a corollary 

s —Videtur et ad punitionem referri poſſe 

cauſa belli, quod pro auxilio innocentium 

ſuſcipitur,' qui ab alus, quibus ſabjecti non 

ſunt, injuria afficiuntur. Indeed this, more 

peculiarly, is applicable to the principle I 

am now preſſing. I do not know that 

Huber thought of Sovereign Princes. He 

was a lawyer, not a prophet ; and yet he 

had ſeen, or might remember, the exiled 

court of our Charles the Second. But 

whatever was the direction of his thoughts, 

the ſcope of his doctrine is broad and am- 

ple. Suffering innocence (whoever be the 

ſufferer) has a refuge in law as much as 

in knighthood. And when nations are 

lawyers, they are knights too, 

4 I find 
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I find the ſame paſſage To placed (as 

indeed my general memory told me, 

though I could not put my finger on it) 

in the book De Jure Civitatis, It is the 

ſixth paragraph of the eleventh chapter of 

the third book. By ſaying the ſame thing 

twice, and in different works, Huber 

has given his opinion, were it needed, a 

double authority. This it needs not. 

Once ſaid, it is an hundred times ſaid. 

We have thus, then, two grand princi- 

ples, juſtificatory of war; rational fear, 

and generous ſuccour : fear of danger to 

ourſelves, the exiſtence of danger to 

others. The one is ſelfiſh ; the other 

ſocial: and they follow (each) the rule of 

ſelfiſh and ſocial duties. Ly/s juſtifies the 

one than the other; becauſe we owe 

more, immediately, to ourſelves than to our 

neighbour, 

«+ 
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neighbour. Both are good cauſes of war; 

# becauſe we owe every thing to our neigh- 

bour that is not directly, or in its proper 

conſequences, deſtructive to ourſelves, A 

true (that is a Chriſtian) philoſopher may, 

perhaps, think that I do not carry the 

matter ſufficiently far. The precept of the 

# goſpel is love our neighbour as our- 

2 [ ſpeak it with. humility, and all 

due diſhdence ; but I conceive that this 

precept does not invert the naturally mo- 

ral order of duties. We ought to love our 

neighbour as ourſelves, after we have lo- 

ved ourſelves ; not in the order of lime, 

merely taken, it is true, for he who is mere- 

ly ſelfiſh, at any time, or in any act, is 

purely wicked ; but in the order of time 

as creating ſrong efficiency. A man muſt 

arrive at the natural ſize, before he is fit 

for the natural operations. There is a 

d moral 
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moral ſtature alſo ; and the moral energies 

are thea only fully diſplayed, when the 

ſocial paſſions, under due ſelf- command, 

have thus been reared to their maturity. 

Man exiſts wholly for others. This I do 

not deny. No being has the end of his 

being in himſelf, ſave the ineffable Being 

that is Supreme! No being can attempt 

to make it for himſelf, but in imitating 

him who is the enemy of us all. A mere- 

ly ſelfiſh being is the Devil. Men, there- 

fore, exiſt for others, But they cannot 

exiſt for others, unleſs in taking care of 

their 027 exiſtence. Selfiſhneſs is not the 

greateſi duty, but it is the g. This is 
the meaning of the evangelic precept. 

Means are before ends, though not better 

than ends. Thus morality and the goſpel 

are the ſame, and the natural voice of God 

is the ſame with his revealed voice. 
/ 

Every 
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Every thing that was ſelfiſh and every 

3 thing that was ſocial demanded the war 

X againſt the French. ALL morality, ALL 

juſtice, was for it. There was rational 

ear; there was generous ſuccour, There 

is leſs of the laſt now. I own it; and I 

own it with a grief mixed with rage, and 

moſt ſtrongly filled with revenge. There 

is noto more of the former. 

But let us g0 on with our authorities. I 

now go to Vattel: an author who has 

been, of late, much quoted, and deſerves 

to be much quoted. 

The general principle is very well laid 

down in the following words, where he 

A | ipeaks of the droit de ſureté, the right 
which a nation has to ſecure itſelf againſt 

all hurt. Le plus ſur (ſays Vattel) / de 

d 2 prevenir 
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prevenir le mal, quand on le peut. Une na- 

tion ęſt en droit de réſiſter au mal qu on veut 

lui faire, d'oppoſer la force, et tout moyen 

honnete, d celle qui agit aftuellement con- 

tre elle, ct meme aller au devant des ma- 

chinations en obſervant toutefois de ne point 

attaquer ſur des ſoupcons vagues et incer- 

tains, pour ne pas ſ"expoſer a devenir elle- 

meme un injuſte aggreſſeur “. 

This doctrine is the ſame with that of 

Huber, and that of reaſon. Vague and 
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uncertain ſuſpicion is no ground of war, 
* * ”" © 4 by * 

4 1 

as it is no ground of any thing. He who 
r 

bottoms any part of his conduct on ſuch 

footing, will be ſure to ſlide and fall 

either in this world or in the next. But 

rational ſuſpicion juſtifies war, demands 

war, in the caſes where war is the means, 

as it juſtifies and demands all other rela- 

tive 
* Le droit des Gens, liv. ii. c. 4. ſ. 50. 
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tive meaſures in the ſeveral correſponding 

ſituations. 

Almoſt immediately following the ge- 

neral principle, Vattel has placed a par- 

ticular example. It is ſtrong in itſelf; in 

the preſent circumſtances it is irreſiſtible. 

It does not ſufficiently deſcribe the French 

nation; for Vattel had only his imagina- 

tion, and we have the facts. But what 

could be done for leſs reaſon, can ſurely 

be done for more, 

Si donc il etoit (he ſays) quelque part une 

nation inquiete et malfaiſante, toujaurs prete 

a nuire aux autres, a les traverſer, d leur 

ſuſciter des troubles domeſtiqucr; il n'eſt pas 

douteux que toutes ne fuſſent en droit de 

ſe joindre pour la reprimer, peur la chitier, 

et meme pous la mcetire à jamais hors d ẽtat 
F 

de nuire, 
D 3 Looking 
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Looking for reſemblances in the paſt, 

of the wickedneſs he had ſtated, Vattel 

finds Cæſar Borgia and Philip the Second 

of Spain. As an example of the virtue 

which was to reſiſt this wickedneſs, he 

finds Henry the Fourth of France. Oh 

had Henry of Navarre lived in our days ! 

Ten thouſand ſwords mult have leaped 

* from their ſcabbards;”” and they would 

not have gleamed in vain, He would 

have done it for leſs than a Queen, Had 

a hand of inſult touched a hair of the 

head of his fair Gabrielle, he would have 

laid all France in aſhes and blood from 
the Pyrenees: to the Channel, and from 

the Rhine to the Ocean. And this he 

would have done from the very ſpirit, 

that made him courteous, mild, and gen- 

tle; that made him the darling of his 

ſubje&s, and his ſubjects' bleſſing. The 

1 ä ſame 
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X ſame voice that made the trumpet ſound 

to battle, made the peaſant dance to his 

| | tabor on the plains. One king in Europe 

has done his duty ; but he does not reign 

in heroic times. 

Yet I mean no cen/ure elſewhere, Ho- 

neſtly, I do not. Ignorance of facts may 

be a reaſon to abſtain from praiſe. It 

can never be a ground of crimination. 

As to the firſt ſoldier in Europe, his long 

and well-earned fame is a broad and a 

ſufficient buckler. Marius fought three 

days with the Cimbri, who had no ſuc- 

ceſſive hordes. The battles on the Rhine 

were for twenty continued days, with 

each day a new army. Marius overcame, 

The Duke of Brunſwick led back his troops 

in ſafety. 

d 4 I have 
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I have other honeſt feelings alſo ; and at 

the veryſame time, My heart bleeds for the 

French nobility, I mean for the real, high, 

military, ariſtocracy of France: not author- 

nobles, or nobles that lived with authors. 

The miſeries of aroyal line I muſt not debaſe, 

by any mingling of my feelings. It is not for 

me to bewail the degradation of the bro- 

thers and deſcendants of kings. They 

have inſult enough without this. I know 

not the facts. I wiſh not to know them. 

If honour was brought too late into the 

field for energy, I will curſe the general 

policy ; and I will do no more, 

There are many other paſlages in 

Vattel. The whole book deſerves to be 

read. Eſpecially, this chapter of the in- 

dependency of nations deſerves to be 

read. Thoſe who read it, if not born to 

ſpeak 
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ſpeak nonſenſe, will ſpeak leſs nonſenſe, 

after they have read it, than before. 

Before going to Grotius (the laſt au- 

thority, certainly not the leaſt, whom I 

mean to quote), and to juſtify myſelf, in 

this cold age, from a heat that many may 

pronounce madneſs, I ſhall put here ſome 

words of Cicero. They are to be found 

in his delightfully ſober work of morals ; 

the book de officits ; that beſt remnant of 

all antiquity, except the bible. The „- 

briety of Cicero is as extravagant as my 

frenzy. Vattel has the paſlage too. 

Magis eft $ECUNDUM NATURAM (lays 

the firſt of moraliſts) ro omnibus gentibus, 
fi fiert poſſit, conſervandis aut juvandis, 

maximos labores moleſtiaſque ſuſeipere ; imi- 

tantem Herculem illum, quem hominum 

3 Jama, 
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ama, beneficiorum, memor, in concilium 

Cæleſtium collocavit; guam vivere in ſoli- 

tudine, non mod, fine ullis mol:ftus, ſed etiam 

in maximis voluptatibus, abundantem omni- 

bus copiis, ut excellas etiam pulchritudine et 

viribus, Quocirca optimo quiſque et Plen- 

didliſſimo ingenio longe illam vitam huic an- 

teponit. Cicero, in cool morality, pre- 

fers the life of a knight- errant, not to a 

life of indolence merely, but to a life of 

the moſt faſhionable pleaſure, with all the 

means, artificial and natural, of procuring 

and enjoying pleaſure. Neither was this 

illuſtrious Roman a perſon of ſo little 

taſte, as to deſpiſe the elegant delicacies 

of poliſhed ſociety. He was himſelf, and 

lived among the moſt faſhionable men of 

Rome. But this neither drew him, in 

his conduct nor his theory, from the 

practice and the admiration of the high 

virtues. 

* 
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virtues. He knew (and he has ſaid) that 

every virtuous man was a Paladin Only, T. 8 

a8 virtue is ſenſe, the man bf virtue, ue, .. 

| * attacks no monſters but thoſe of his own LM 
, nn 

days. His is a preſent and living virtue. Zh -. . . 

It is a virtue, too, much more of W Frm, 414 4 
4 4 — 

than individuals; becauſe (as I ſaid in -er, >> 

Jo be 2 the beginning) nations have much more Coro #4645, 

power, es: 

I hope I have proved my ſobriety. It 

is a melancholy matter that I have to 

prove it. We ſhall now hear Grotius, 

who ſpeaks the ſame things. He is as 

mad as the beſt of us. . 

He draws his. principles (where that 

doctrine Is applicable; and it is widely 

applicable) from the juriſprudence de dam- 

no inſecio of the Roman ſyſtem, This is 
to | | | 
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to be found in the ſecond paragraph of 

the firſt chapter of his ſecond book. He 

moſt truly ſays, that there are juſt as ma- 

ny good cauſes of going to war, as there 

are of going to law ; and that when we 

cannot have the one remedy we muſt 

take the other, Nam ub: judicia deficiunt, 

incipit bellum, We lift the ſword, when 
we throw off the gown. 

He ſtates proceeding onward from the 

place I have mentioned) that war 1s juſti- 

fied by ſelf defence ; that it is juſtified as 

a means of recovering what we have loſt, or 

of obtaining what we have a righttoreceive; 

and further, that it is juſtifiable for the end 

of puniſhment and moral vengeance : in 

which laſt cauſe of war a holy father of the 

primitive church agrees with him entire- 

ly. It is no leſs a man than St. Auguſ- 

tine, 



e 
tine, who ſays—Juſta bella definiri ſolent, 

que ulciſcuntur igjuriat. Grotius then 

goes on to the doctrine of fear. It is 

quite needleſs to make quotations. They 

are juſt to the ſame purpoſe with thoſe 

that went before. He blames fooliſh fear, 

and gives all its due weight to the fear 

that 1s rational. 

I believe it is as well to make no more 

quotations, The ſelection is difficult 

among a number equally weighty. I re- 

fer to the whole twenty fifth chapter, in 

particular, of the ſecond book, Its rubric 

is an authority: — de cauſis belli pro aliis 

ſuſcipiendi. Generous faccour is his doc- 

trine, as it is of the reſt, 

I muſt alſo refer to the fortieth para- 

graph of the twentieth chapter of the ſame 

book. 
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book. The beginning ſentence is —Scicu- 

dum quogrue et, reges, et qui par regibus jus 

obtinent, jus habere pœnas poſcendi non lan- 

tum ob injurias in ſe aut ſubaiios ſuos com- 

miſjas, Jed el ob eas que ipſos peculiariter 

| non tangunt, /ed in quibuſvis perſons jus 

nature aut gentium immaniter vislantibus. 

And he quotes from Iſocrates a paſſage 

moſt applicable to the French—juſtiſimum 

eſſe bellum in belluas, proximum in homines 
> — — — — 

— — — 4 — — — * 

belluis /imiles. Indeed, this is not enough 

for France. 

5 Here I cloſe my authorities. Let me 

| now make their application. Is it not 

3 ſtrange, that great names ſhould have 

gravely maintained in grave places, that 

the confederacy againſt the French was in 

WE. oppoſition to the opinions laid down by 

the writers on the law of nations ! 

| Rebellion 
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Rebellion in ſubjects againſt their ſo- 

vereign, is the ſame thing as oppreſſion 

by the Prince againſt his ſubjeas. In all 

caſes, ſuch violent mutations muſt, more or 

leſs, excite well-grounded fears in the 

other ſlates; and ſuch great cal/anities 

muſt, in all caſes, call, more or leſs, for 

_ generous interpoſal. In the caſe of France, 

the principles on which they proceeded 

were full of the moſt imminent danger, to 

rouſe our fears; the ads, that were the 

conſequences of theſe principles, were 

equally full of crime, which humanity 

abominated with all its indignation, It 

was impoſlible that there ſhould not be 

war, unleſs there ceaſed to be juſtice. 

Few men now will ſay, that it was no 

rebellion, We now underſtand the word 

revolution, We know that the French 

| ſenſe 
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ſenſe is the oppoſite of the Engliſh ſenſe 

of the word: that it does not mean eſtab- 

liſhing lawful authority, but pulling down 

lawful authority. As to thoſe who ſtill 

hold the contrary, let me ſpeak a few 

facts. 

It may be neceflary to premiſe, that 

there may be rebellion (that is, what may 

be called rebellion ) which would not whol- 

ly juſtify foreign interference againſt the 

rebellious nation. This is a queſtion of 

paſſion and mixed moral modes, I cer- 

tainly venerate Lord Faulkland much more 

than I do Hampden ; and my reverence 

for Hampden is great. In adlion, I aſſur- 

edly ſhould have fought (and even with a 

foreign force) again the Parliament and 

on the ſide of Charles. I mean after his 

conceſſions had made him a lawtul king, 

and 
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and their aſſumption of illegal powers had 

made them uſurpers. Yet, at preſent, and 

in all the complex circumſtances of that pe- 

riod, I will not put it down as a juridical 

thefis, that foreign nations ſhould have in- 

terfered with direct hoſtility. It is not, 

that I do not ſee the queſtion of right ; 

but I ſee many - other things alſo. One 

great differential fact I ſee. The Engliſh 

claims (good and bad) were wholly 

within themſelves. They ſought not to 

make proſelytes of other nations. There 

are others too; but I leave them. There 

is one fact (it branches into a ſeries of 

facts) of moſt mighty value. 

In France, there was 10 charge of” op= 

preſſion againſi the prince. Indeed the 

compariſon between our unfortunate 

Charles and the Sovereign of F rance is 

e ſtriking; 
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ſtriking; in the way of contraſt, I mean, 

not of analogy, Charles changed the con- 

ſtitution, to infringe its liberties. The 

King of France reformed the conſtitution, 

to reſtore them. Charles, afraid of their 

ſpirit, diſcontinued his parliaments. The 

King of France, cheriſhing their ſpirit, 

aſſembled his ſtates, after the diſcontinu- 

ance of nearly two centuries, Charles, in 

oppoſition to the known law of the land, 

claimed and exerciſed an inherent right 

of taxation. The King of France com- 

pletely diveſted himſelf of this right, 

though exerciſed by his predeceſſors, (in 

many inſtances actually; acknowledged 

by his juri/ts as rightfully to be exerciſed) 

from the foundations of the monarchy. 

The King of France gave up every claim 

which the King of England made; and 

he red as his reward to be de- 

3 ; throned 
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throned without the firing of a muſ- 
quet. | 

Alas! the firing that was afterwards, 

has been chiefly a firing in the air ; not 

from want of conduct or courage, but 

from ill-timing. It is only by perſeve- 

rance, that it can now be well-timed : 

and let us perſevere: 

I heard Mr. Fox, in the Houſe of Com- 

mons, maintaining that any peace was 

better than a war. As he forſook, in this; 

his own manlineſs of underſtanding it 

ſeemed to me a ſort of equitable penalty; 

that he was conſtrained to ſeek his autho- 

rity from the book of his child-hood, He 

quoted his grammar for the paſſage. I re- 

queſted a perſon to find it out for me in 

Cicero; where I knew it was; and he 

e 2 | found 
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found it. I forgot to take a note of the 

paſſage (it was in London); and I have 

not time to ſeek it now. It is, ſomewhere, 

in the Epiſttes ; where Cicero ſays to his 

friend -iniquiſſimam pacem juſtiſſimo bello 

antepono. He was ſpeaking of the politi- 

cal differences among the great men of 

his time; and he ſaid (what was moſt 

true that even thoſe, who were molt in 

the right, could not yield too much to 

their opponents. for the ſake of avoiding 

a civil war. Je was for a coalition of 

parties; for the extinction of all ſtrife in 

neceſlary concord: and, to obtain this de- 

ſirable purpoſe, he would not ſtand nice- 

ly on the balance of right and wrong in 

their ſeveral claims, Civil convulſions were 

to be avoided on any terms. The autho- 

rity is again// Mr. Fox ; not for him: 

againſt him as he xow ſpeaks and acts, for 

N it 
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it was his own doctrine and practice Hr 

merly. It was the juſtification of his coa- 

lition with the Earl of Guildford, and it is 
the condemnation of his preſent oppoſition 

to Mr. Pitt. On the ground of this au- 

thority, he ſhould have followed the old 

Rockingham connexion in the union they 

have formed with this gentleman ; a junc- 

tion which has made an adminiſtration, 

more than equal in talents, more than 

equal in integrity, more than equal in bu- 

ſineſs and efficiency, to any that has, at any 

time, conducted the affairs of this great 

and proſperous empire: an adminiſtration 

which gives to the Crown all its ſtrength, 

and ſecures to the people all their privi- 

leges. Upon this perverted maxim brought 

out by Mr. Fox (and upon other good 

grounds alſo) this ſalutary union has been 
formed. The abſurd ſenſe put ps the 
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paſſage, was not of the ſtateſman but the 

ſchool-boy. 

To ſay that there ſhould be no war 

(which is faid in this abſurdity) is to ſay 
that there ſhould be no juſtice, It has 

been proved already (did it need proving) 

that war is the juſtice of nations, They 

ho'd their courts in the field; and their 

maces are cannons and muſquets. Soldiers 

are their lawyers ; and their crier is the 

drum, The deciſion may be wrong (as 

of other judges ;) but there exiſts no other 

tribunal. Providence indeed is over all, 

But Providence is not of man but of 

God. 

The cawardice of the King of France 

was the great cauſe, why all Europe has 

thus been called into * the valley of deci- 

cc 9 
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& ſion.“ Through his baſe deſertion of his 

own rights ** have the ſun and the moon 

*« been darkened, and the ſtars withdrawn 

their ſhining.” Yet while, through theſe 

means, the heavens and the earth ſhake,” 

let not our juſt confidence be ſhaken. 

Even in theſe very ſhakings, it is ſaid— 

* But the LorD will be the hope of his 

people, and the ftrength of the chil- 

* dren of Iſrael!“ 

I lament the King of France. Who 

would not lament him ! He was an inno- 

cent man foully murdered, He was a 

good-natured man cruelly betrayed. He 

had many virtues ; though none that be- 

longed to a King. His laſt days were pi- 

ous ; almoſt noble. But he ſhould never 

have been the huſband of Marie Antoi- 

nette of Lorraine and Auſttia ! He de- 

e 4 ſerved 
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ſerved her leſs than he deſerved France, 

Fatal marriage ! Cruel union ! 

Non Hymenzeus adeſt illi, non gratia, leo, 

Eumenides tenuere faces, de funere raptas 3 

Eumenides ftravere torum. 

The nobleſt lady in all Europe came, 

in all the gaiety of innocence and youth, 

to be the Queen of the oldeſt European 

kingdom. She came to her early grave. 

The marriage ſheets that covered her 

lovely limbs, were curſed by the demons 

of hell for her winding ſheets. The 

nuptial couch that yielded to the ſoft preſ- 

ſure of her body, was doomed in their in- 

cantations to be her bier. The unhal- 

lowed voices of the abyſs roſe up in exe- 

crations, and their impure feet trod around 

her their dance of death. That head form- 

ed at once for love and for command, was 

6 te 
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to fall under the axe, and be polluted by 

the gripe, of the common executioner, 

The ſcaffold of democracy was to be 

ſprinkled with that blood, which, tl! of 

all the royalty and nobility that had ever 

_ exiſted, barbaric and civilized, run in her 

veins, from the united ſources of the Julian 

family and Attila the Hun ! I never will 

forgive the King of France for the de- 

ſtruction of this Queen. I would ſooner 

forgive him the ruin af his nation, and 

the devaſtation of all Europe, He ſhould 

have ſeen all his people die like rotten 

| ſheep, before ſhe could be brought into 

ſuch hazard. This ſpirit (HER ſpirit) 

would have made him, HER, his people, 

Europe, the world, happy ! PI 

He was not guilty alone, We are ALL 

guilty. Iniquities were ſuffered to accu- 

mulate 
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mulate on iniquities. till a mound of crime 

was raiſed, through which the ſword of 

revenge and juſtice could not make its 

way. When the voice of war at laſt was 

raiſed, it could not pierce the walls of her 

dungeon. She had not the conſolation to 

know that banners waved, and cannon 

roared, for HER, She had but her own 

mind, in the abandonment of the uni- 

verſe : that mind meek as it was heroic, 

made for ſuffering ,as it was made for tri- 

umph. She never would have willingly 

ſuffered. - Clouez moi d ces murailles ! She 

was of too high a caſt to have voluntary 

patience, When patience was neceſſary, it 

became her ; as every thing became her. 

But, oh! had the palace been defended 

that day, and by her counſels ! She might 

have again ſhone out at Verſailles the light 

and ornament of Europe ; and, as for the 

lapſe 
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lapſe of ages, ſo alſo ſtill, nothing would 

yet have dimmed the ſtar of the Houſe of 

Auſtria, 

But HER mind did not rule; and the 

French monarchy fell; and sHE fell. She 

is not to be /amented, Who dares to la- 

ment her! They threw her lovely body 

into a malefactor's grave, and raked dirt 

upon it. They calcined it into powder ; 

and the Queen of France was in a few 

hours only duſt, What of it ! They car- 

ried her to execution on a cart. They 

had laid her before, on ſtraw, in a dark 

dungeon. What of it all! Are womeng* 

tear: to be ſhed for this! No! Theſe are 

not the obſequies of Marie Antoinette of 

Lorraine and Auſtria! Her kucll is to be 

rung over the carcaſes of the dead, and in 

the groans of the dying. The alarm of 

_ 
* 
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war, and the ſhout of battle, is KERS. In- 

dignation that make: vengeance, and vens 

geance that is death; theſe are her obſe- 

quies. 

And ever and anon he beat 

The doubling drum with furious heat. 

The camp and the field are the places of 

her mourners; and honour and revenge 

ſupport the pall ! 

Her funeral honours thus performed, 

will be the performance alſo of the will 

of heaven, When it is completed in the 

deſtruction of evil, we may then grieve, 

with ſober dignity, over a Queen of 

France. The ſource of tears may then be 

opened, and we may ſolace our nature by 

their flow, It is not yet the time; nor 

can 
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can the thing yet have place in any true 

feeling. | 

While ſhe was alive, there could, in- 

deed, be ſenſations of another ſort than 

thoſe I have deſcribed, but mingled up 

with thoſe I have deſcribed, and ſubordi- 

nate to them, I never ſhall forget the 

eſcape from Paris. That brief ſpace was 

certainly the happieſt of my life : that in 

which earth approached neareſt to heaven. 

No happineſs of my own, even proceed- 

ing from or mingled with the happineſs 

of others, ever filled my ſoul with ſuch 

delicious ſefiſations, as were in the raptu- 

rous enjoyments of theſe fleeting hours. 

Even afterwards, hopes would ſpring up, 

and overflowed my heart before they were 

dried. Often, in ſolitary rambling, I have 

forgotten my own woes, in the pleaſing 

viſions 
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viſions that there might be yet a reſcue, T 

thought of the young and gallant George 

Douglas, whoſe heart (in the matchleſs 

deſcription of Stuart) © was big with love, 

” generoſity, and the ſpirit of adventure.” 

I thought that ſuch a man, and ſuch cir- 

cumſtances, might exiſt again. What had 

been done for Mary of Scotland, I thought 

might be done for the Queen of France, 

and to a better iſſue of fortune than in our 

lovely and murdered Queen. I ſaw her 

again a Sovereign, and my eyes trained 

at the viſion almoſt to delirium. Theſe 
imaginations can come no more. I could 

weep like a woman i did I not rage. The 

time of tears will come, 

The happineſs of Europe will come al- 

ſo. This war of feeling and reaſon muſt 

have a proſperous end, Our own ſafety 

18 
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is combined in it, with the puTy of juſt 

vengeance This is an union of offices 

which heaven will not gainſay. Eng- 

land's miniſter, and his noble aſſociates, 

will plan wiſely, and execute with vi- : 

gour. Beau T S αο wycba, T6X5/10y TE 

KOgUTT WV, 

We will then know better than even we 

have yetknown, the bleſſingsof a monarchy ; 

and will conſult its preſervation with even 

more than the old zeal. This was the go- 

vernment of the Romans (I have proved 

it in my lectures, as ſome may remember) 

as well as our own: for the Senate was 

the King of Rome, and the Conſult were 

its Miners. It is (with the controuls eſ- 

fential to its definition) the only good go- 

veinment, 
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vernment. I hope, the time it not fat 

diſtant, when our Monarch will be the 

King of all his dominions, I ſpeak not 

to the diſpraiſe of any individual ; till 

leſs to that of individuals of much merit 

and ſervice. If it has been ever known 

that, in fooliſh youth, I have ever ſpoken 

otherwiſe (never; I am ſure, unleſs fooliſh- 

ly) I now renounce theſe follies. Nunc 

ego mitibus mutare quæro triſtia. I have 

no politically perſonal grudges. Any per- 

ſonal enmities which remain are enmities 

of honour ; honourably maintained, and 

which I ſhall be happy to have honoura- 

bly ended. I ſpeak of the //fem ; begun 

not in the times of any man alive, but 

which ſhould ceaſe in the times of thoſe 

that are living. The King is leſs the King 

of Scotland, than he is the King of any 

county in England. We have no real ariſ- 

tocracy 
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tocracy in Scotland, and no real royal 

power. Not that we want the elements ; 

but they are jarring, and go in ill direction. 

1 propoſe no plans of reformation. In the 

preſent circumſtances, I know not well 

what they ſhould be ; and, unleſs in full 

knowledge, there ſhould, on ſuch matters, 

be the deepeſt filence. Wiſe inactivity, 

as for the preſent, may produce all the ef- 

fects of wiſe exertion. I only require that 

natural intereſts ſhould get all their play, 

and that all the energies of our govern- 

ment ſhould be known in all their effica- 

ey; and in their places and portions. I 

require that the government of vt ſhould 

be leſs, and that Scotland, though not an 

independent kingdom, ſhould yet be a 

kingdom and not a department. Eſpecially, 

it ſhould not be, that the royal influence is 

leſs felt here than in any ſhire of the 

E ſouthern 
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ſouthern kingdom. We ought not to be 

thus far © from the ſun and ſummer gale.” 

It is time for us to give up every thing 

that is French. The government of In- 

tendants was much mitigated in that coun- 

try (at leaſt in ſeveral inſtances) by the 

aſſembly of provincial ſtates, Where any 

thing is to be of any peculiar deſcription, 

it ſhould have the requiſites of that de- 

ſcription, A province, really ſuch, with 

the provincial evils, has the provincial ad- 

vantages. A mongrel exiſtence (the pre- 

ſent exiſtence of Scotland) has no advan- 

tages at all; and is liable to all ſorts of 

evils. 'The remedy 1s obvious ; and is as 

ſafe as it is plain. The rays of royalty muſt, 

no doubt, be refracted in their courſe, It 

is of the eſſence of a free conſtitution that 

there ſhould be ſuch interventions; and 

the diverging muſt be the more, the more 

4 remote 
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remote the object. I only wiſh the medi- 

um not to be made purpoſely denſe. As 

to its qualities, I wiſh it to be thoſe of an 

ariſtocracy connected with the people and 

with the throrie, the medium through 

which the ſunſhine of royalty has long 

enlightened and fruQtified England. I 

with for a ſyſtem in which there ſhall be 

its due honour to rank and deſcent, its 

due weight to riches, and their due ſcope 

to talents and virtue. I wiſh an ariſto- 

cracy ſtrong in preſent exiſtence, certain 

of reparation againſt future decay. Any 

other ſyſtem 1s French ; in its texture or in 

its conſequences. 

This is good counſel, although it came 

from a perſon intereſted, It can hardly 

come from one more diſintereſted than 

myſelf, I have ſaid (in the beginning of 

f 2 this) 
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this) that my politics were not the road of 

fortune. What is there ſaid was indeed 

written ſeveral months ago. It was con- 

nected both with the then ſtate of things; 

and, eſpecially, alluded to the politics 

(ſuch as they were, I hope are not to be) 

of Scotland. Were I to ſpeak in this way 

generally, and in the preſent ſtate of things, 

I ſhould give myſelf an excluſion that 

might be both unjuſt zz z7elf, and that 

might not 4% be agreeable to the real 

matters of fact. Yet ſtill, hardly any per- 

ſon can be leſs intereſted than I am in this 

good counſel, that ought ſo ſpeedily to be 

taken. I do not ſay that I have no wiſh- 

es nor hopes. I ſhould be a bad citizen 

and ſubject, if I ſaid ſo. To ſupport the 
preſent adminiſtration, and, through them, 

the people and the throne, 1s, as a citizen 

and ſubject, my duty; and I need, in my 

own 
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own weakneſs, to be flrengthened for the 

duty. The meaſure of ſtrength to be 

given, and the mode of giving it, if af 

is to be given, is a matter in the judg- 

ment of others. Should none be given, I 

will do the beſt I can. My diſintereſted- 

neſs will be much the ſame, with or with- 

out it, 

Let me expreſs regrets here, ſuggeſted 

by the ſubjet; and which frequently 

dwell upon my mind, It is, that with this 

adminiſtration, of ſuch admirable compo- 

ſition, there ſhould ſtill be an oppoſition, 

not of detailed meaſures, but of abſolute 

principle ; and that this oppoſition ſhould 

conſiſt of ſuch rare talents and worth. 

Three ſuch men, as Mr. Fox, Mr, Sheri- 

dan, and Mr. Francis, ſeldom come to- 

gether in one age. The firſt among them, 

f 3 and 
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and in almoſt all ways, is aſſuredly Mr. 

Fox. The talents of Mr. Sheridan are 

known to all mankind ; and why ſhould 

I ſpeak of them! Among his other praiſes, 

he is certainly the moſt graceful ſpeaker in 

\ parliament, except Mr. Pitt, who is grace, | 

and elegance, and dignity itſelf. As to 

Mr. Francis, his comprehenſive accuracy 

and reach of mind are what rarely fall to 

the lot of man; and ke covered over 

with honour gained in a place, where diſ- 

honour has often tarniſhed even the beſt 

natures, There is another gentleman, not 

of an age yet to be named with theſe. 

But it is impoſſible to look at or hear Mr. 
Grey, without the inſtant conviction that 

he has the ſoul of intellect, and an heart 

of honour. His ſpeaking is in his own 

ſtile; that of a gentleman. No ſorrow 

nor anger (and I have both) ſhall make 

me 
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me do perſonal injuſtice to ſuch men. 

There are others too elſewhere, whoſe 

conduct there is reaſon for regretting. The 

richeſt nobleman in England, and whoſe 
wealth is as nothing to his lineage and 

name, has, without the due political train- 

ing, entered on the political courſe, and in 

a wrong direction. There is another no- 

bleman of high race, and alſo of high ſpi- 

rit, and of great acquired family conſide- 

ration in Scotland ; certainly far from un- 

practiſed in politics, but not, at preſent, in 

the way of practiſing them well. There 

are ſtill others ; men of high name, and 

no ſmall talents ; few indeed, but yet too 

many. If we cannot have their aſſiſtance, 

we muſt beware of their hoſtility, Let 

us pray, for their ſakes and our own, that 

it ſoon may ceaſe. 

f 4 | I rey 
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I return from this, and for a little time, 

to a leſſer ſubject ; to myſelf, It is need- 

ful that I ſhould ſay a few words more, It 

is right (having nothing elſe to recom- 

mend my opinions) that I ſhould yet 

{peak of my diſintereſtedneſs. 

I cannot be placed, by any change, in a 

more honourable ſituation than that which 

I hold; a member of the firſt (or nearly 

the firſt) Univerſity in Europe, and filling 

the chair of, undoubtedly, the firſt ſcience 

upon earth—of juriſprudence—and that 

too the juriſprudence of Rome. I cannot 

belong to a more honourable body than 

that learned faculty, whoſe fame has been 

ſo long known over the continent, as at 

home; and which is the only body of 

Gentlemen, practiſing the law, that exiſts 

any 
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any where in the world *. It is by their gift 

(under the necellary forms) that I hold 

my other dignified ſituation ; and it is as 

a member of their body that I am alone 

qual;fied to hold it. As to qualifications 

of 

* I am ſure I mean no offence elſewhere ; and it 

would be an injuſtice mingled up with great folly, to 

take it. England (let this be the inſtance) has not a Bo- 

dy of lawyers ſuch as ours, although there have been in- 

dividual lawyers, and many there, who, in the greater 

courſe ſet before them, have far outrun all Scottiſh 

fame. Bur this circumſtance is the very reaſon, why, 

as a Body, our faculty ſhould be preſerved as pure as it 

has exiſted hitherto, There is not field for ſuch am- 

bition, nor are theſe gradations of ambition here, that 

are in England, In climbing to ſuch heights, a man 

becomes a gentleman (if not ſuch at his entry to his 

profeſſion) long before he attains, and in attaining 

them. The ſame proceſs cannot be in Scotland, to the 

ſame extent, in any caſe z and the caſes themſelves are 

fewer, in correſpondence with the attainable objects. 

He who comes to our bar ſhould, therefore, be a gen- 

tleman at the outſet, by his birth, or by his education 

and habits; becauſe he has leſs means, or may have no 

means, of becoming ſuch in his progreſs, 
i 
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of another ſort, what are neceſſary, not 

for holding the office, but performing its 

duties, thoſe who have heard the things 

faid there are entitled to judge; and I 

leave them to tell. 

My ſituation in a pecuniary view might, 

no doubt, be bettered, either by other ap- 

pointments ; or by giving me what ſhould 

be equivalent to the ſalary, reſerved, by 

the public deed of my nomination, to the 

Emeritus Profeſſor, during his life, But 

ſuch a meaſure would create no charge 

upon my diſintereſtedneſs; and for two 

grounds, I ſhould think it no matter of 

favour, in the circumſtances, and little elſe 

than bare juſtice. And there are others, 

perhaps, who, on this ſubje&, would be 

much of the ſame mind; and not without 

their reaſons, And, next, it would re- 

quire 
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quire much more to buy me; as all thoſe 

will find who try. 

But I am weary of ſuch talking ; ſhort | 

as it has been. I have been ſpeaking in 

another ſtile, and of other ſubjects. I 

have been diſcourſing of nations, and ce- 

lebrating a Queen, I hope I have a por- 

tion of her ſpirit. For one drop of her 

blood in my veins, I ſhould ſubmit myſelf 

to torments for ages ! 

It is not unworthy of him who dares 

to admire her, to teach, in an endowed 

univerſity, the juriſprudence of the Ro- 

mans. It was the law of her kingdoms ; 

of the kingdoms of her anceſtors, and of 

that in which ſhe reigned. There are 

other things I ſhould like to do better 

than 

- 03 
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than this; but it is from habits and incli- 

nations, not for the dignity. 

The diſcourſe that follows will explain 

my thoughts on this great ſubject; a great- 

er there cannot be in the whole range of 

political and moral ſcience. I have put 

as little of my own in my lectures as I 

could ; but unfortunately that has been a 

great deal, I am exceedingly ſorry that 

there are more things new in them (new 

by being old, and having been forgotten) 

than are to be found in all the commen- 

tators of Europe (and I have ſtudied them 

well) for two centuries back; many of 

them not to be found in any commenta- 

tor of any century. Yet there is not a 

thought, nor half a thought, that is not 

to be found in the Corpus juris; in its 

ſource there, if not in all its derivations. 

My 
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My only conſolation, in my grief for hav. 

ing been compelled to ſay ſo many things 

new (and deplorable it is indeed, that the 

civil law ſhould have ſo fallen), is, that 
there may be leſs occaſion for ſaying any 

things new after me, 

In doing my duty in this ſtation, or in 

any other ſtation, I ſhall not eaſily be diſ- 

couraged. I have had no occaſion, indeed, 

hitherto, to try, in this way, my own 

ſtrength ; for the ſupport I have received 

has been great and flattering. I hope thoſe 

who did me the honour to ſeek inſtruc- 

tion at my hands, found what they came 

for. Thoſe who come after them, will 

find it in like manner. At all events, 1 

ſhall go on ; with ſupport chearfully, not 

unchearfully without it; 

This 
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- This is the age for a man doing his du- 

ty, and doing it chiefly becauſe duty is 

danger. There are a thouſand enmities that 

a man thus acting rubs againſt on all ſides. 

Yet they may all be ſmoothed, by firm- 

| neſs and prudence, into a ſurface at leaſt 

harmleſs. Where they have been taken up 

miſtakenly, not willingly, ſuch conduct 

may even, by a moral chemiſtry, change 

them into qualities of eſteem and friend- 

ſhip. What is moſt difficult to get the bet- 

ter of, 1s pride, and jealouſy, and envy. 

The ſureſt means of victory, is to indulge 

no ſuch paſſions yourſelf, I am ſpeaking 

here on a large ſcale, and not as in any 

contracted view of a profeſſion. © How 

A character of the moſt exalted virtue” 

(a very wiſe man has ſaid this, ſpeaking of 

London) © or of the baſeſt depravity may 

* be made for any man, are things well 

« known 
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& known to every one, who knows any 

e thing of this Town. A multitude of 

“ voices employed about one perſon and 

« repeating the ſame falſehoods ; a mul- 

© titude of pens, or even the ſame pen, 

« under a variety of ſignatures, inceſſant- 

* ly practiſing on the public credulity, are 

“ ſufficient, for a time, to raiſe or to ruin 

e the reputation of any individual.“ He 

who embarks on the ſea of politics (and, 

in theſe times, who but a coward would 

not!) muſt expect to meet / with theſe 

ſtorms. If he be a raw mariner, they will 

appear the more terrible that they are un- 

uſual, and ſhould he grow unſteady from 

the fright, he will be waſhed, without aſ- 

ſiſtance and without lamentation, over- 

board. No man, therefore, ſhould adven- 

ture 

* Speech of Mr, Francis, 19th April 1787. 
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ture unprepared. If it be his duty to take 

a part, it is ſtill more his duty to know 

how to take it. With the requiſite know- 

ledge and firmneſs he will weather the 

ſtorm. Above all (as I have ſaid, and 

cheriſhing in no caſe any malignant paſ- 
ſion) let him have a good conſcience, in 

his ends, and in his means. Let him not 

deſpiſe human praiſe, but let not human 

praiſe be his firſt object. In the great 

cauſe of heaven, that is now depending 

among the nations, our minds ſhould, 

even more than ordinarily, be fixed, and 

have their reſort, in heaven. We will 

thus find a ſtrength not our own, and a 

courage beyond that of man. When God 

Himſelf dwelt on our earth, he did not 

work miracles primarily, nor in almoſt any 

inſtance, to prove the truth of his miſhon. 

Our Saviour even refuſed to give ſuch 

proofs 
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proofs to an incredulous generation. It is 

one of the pooreſt contrivances of infide- 

lity (though it has been among the moſt 

ſucceſsful) ro repreſent the wonders he 

did, in this view. Hence they exult in 

the fewneſs of the witnefles, and laugh as 

ignorantly as blaſphemouſly at miracles 

done in ſecret. They were the conſe- | 

quences of his doctrine ( generally) not the 

evidences of it. Peter walked on the waves 

while he had faith and courage. He ſunk 

as his faith failed within him. It was a 

moral leſſon of chriſtianity. He who truſts 

in heaven will find himſelf more than 

man, even while he is cloathed with hu- 

manity. It muſt not, indeed, be a fooliſh 

truſt, It muſt be as wile as it is humble. 

The danger is not to be ſought cauſeleſs- 

ly. This is in the ſpirit of the Devil, who - 
(perverting the Scriptures) tempted our 

g Lord 
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Lord to throw himſelf from the battle. 

ments of the temple. But when it has 

come upon you, in the ſearch for, or in 

the performance of, duty, after having thus 

uſed wiſe precaution, uſe unlimited truſt. 

You will be like Eliſha with the hoſt of 

the Syrians. « He that dwelleth in the 

* ſecret place of the Moſt High; whoſe 

lowly confidence, not vain preſumption, is 

placed in aid not known to man, though 

uſing alſo all human means; “ ſhall abide 

* under the ſhadow of the Almighty.” 

For myfelf, my reſolution has long ſince 

been taken, and my conduct and my mea- 

ſures ſettled and prepared. They are ſo- 

briety and ſteadineſs. They are want of 

fear, and reaſonable openeſs to reaſonable 

perſuaſion. * Minantibus intrepidus, ad- 

* verſus blandientes incorruptus.“ They 

are 
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are ſetting a curb on my paſhons, and yet 

giving them the gallop while I hold the 

reins. They are to go on as far I can with 

my own ſtrength, and, where that ſtrength 

has carried me rightly, to truſt in higher 

ſtrength, as my own fails, for carrying 

me farther. This is the creed, and it is 

the duty, of a chriſtian ; and I am not 

aſhamed of the religion of my fathers, 

To have my conduct approved by men, 

and to meet the reward of that conduct, is 

my earneſt with, and would be my great 

happineſs. Yet if I meet it not here, I ſhall 

meet it elſewhere, True glory will even 

come, in its own time, on this earth. It 

is the eternal law of providence, I am of 

the ſame mind with the hero of old. © Igi- 

© tur alte ſpectare ſi voles, atque hanc ſe- 

10 dem et æternam domum contueri, ne- 

* que ſermonibus vulgi dederis te, nec in 

65 Præmiis 
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ec præmiis humanis ſpem poſueris rerum 

6 tuarum ; ſuis te illecebris oportet ipſa 

& yirtus trahat ad verum decus. Quid de 

* te alii loquantur IPSI viDzanT: fed 

[ 5 * LOQUENTUR TAMEN.” 

LECTURE 
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: \ 

I'ne Roman law has now, for a long 

courſe of centuries, been ſpread over near- 

ly all Europe. In ſome countries it has 

formed the whole (or almoſt the whole) 

law of the ſtate; both as to public go- 

vernment, and private rights. And there 

is no country (not excepting even Eng- 

land itſelf ; where, at many memorable 

periods, a ſignal oppoſition has been made 

to the public reception of this ſyſtem), in 

which it does not, in a very conſiderable 

A . degree, 
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degree, influence the ſpirit, and direct the 

courſe, of the municipal laws themſelves. 

Where it is not directly authoritative, as 

in ſo many countries it is, yet in all it is 

received as a collection and body (ſo it 

has long ago been called), of wRITTEN 

REASON, With us alſo in Scotland ; and 

although the hiſtory of its reception, eſta- 

bliſhment, and progreſs in this country, 

13 like all the other matters regarding our 

antiquities) exceedingly obſcure, yet it is 

certain, from the general hiſtory of Eu- 

rope, from undoubted documents belong- 

ing to ourſelves, and from expreſs ſtatutes, 

that this body of juriſprudence was known 

as early as we had any regular law among 

us; and, in times far remote, was direct- 

ly acknowledged as the common law of the 

land. What the meaning of this expreſ- 

ſion is, and whether it gives, or what, ad- 

ditional 
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ditional authority, it gives, to the eſtabliſh- 

ment of the Roman law in this kingdom, 

will be ſpoken of (as in a general manner) 

afterwards in this lecture; and appear 

more fully (and as in a detailed manner) 

in the progreſs of the courſe. | 

With all rhis antiquity and authority of 

the Roman law, various cauſes however 

have contributed to render its ſtudy much 

| leſs a general object than formerly; and 

not only among ourſelves, - but on the 

Continent of Europe. The diſrepute into 

which it has fallen on the Continent (not 

as a matter of authority and eſtabliſhment ; 

for, over the whole European Continent, 

there is no other general law ; but as mat- 

ter of ſtudy), was to be attributed almoſt 

ſolely to the progreſs of that new philoſo- 

pky, which has ſpread ſo extenſively, and 

A2 pro- 
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produced ſuch wonderful effects in our 

days; and which, as one of its firſt princi- 

ples, held all the old juriſprudence to be, 

from its antiquity alone, wrongful and 

unfounded, as to thoſe conſequences, and 

in thoſe principles, which regarded the Po- 

lilical and ſocial nature of man. No exa- 

mination indeed was made of the princi- 

ples of juriſprudence contained in the Ro- 

man law; and for the beſt of all reaſons; 

that the new ſectaries knew nothing of 

the Roman juriſprudence at all. Their b1/- 

torical knowledge went indeed far enough 

back to know, that Juſtinian, in the ſixth 

century, a Greek Emperor and a deſpot, 

had collected and ſanctioned a ſyſtem of 

this ſcience ; and conſidering him as its 

author, they held its principles to be as 

deſpotic as its origin. Perhaps it was na- 

tural enough that the one crror ſhould pro- 

3 duce 
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tice the other ; and the imperial law, as 

it was called on the Continent, was thus 

eſteemed by ignorance as the offspring of 

ignorance, and held to be laviſh and wick- 

ed, without being at all known (unleſs as 

in a text or two, ſounded in the ears of the 

people, without end, meaning, or meaſure) 

by any of thoſe who pronounced upon it 

this ſevere doom. However, this (as I 

have ſaid) was only as to fludy and Va- 

vour ; in point of authority, things till re- 

mained as they were. With ourſelves at 

home, much of the ſame ſpirit (though not 

proceeding as directly from the ſame cau- 

ſes) took place ; and there were other ſub- 

ordinate matters which here rendered, not 

only the ſtudy, but the allowed authority 

of this law, leſs and leſs every day. I fay 

the allowed authority; becauſe it is impoſ- 

ſible, unleſs by a ſyſtem of direct iniquity 

A 3 and 
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and wrong, to get out of the great princi- 

ples of the Roman law; which muſt al- 

ways govern in all civilized countries, 

whether the name be of reputation or not; 

although they muſt govern with an un- 

ſteady, and ſometimes an unprincipled 

ſway, when they are not ſtudied as they 

ought to be ſtudied, nor known as thꝭy 

ſhould be known. 

It is impoſſible not to lament the fall of 

this law in the kingdoms of the Continent. 

It is real and grievous. One country which 

has produced the greateſt civilians (out of 

all ſight) that have appeared in Europe; 

ſeems likely to produce nothing of that de- 

ſcription for a long courſe of time; per- 

haps at no time, In the other countries, 

there has. been nothing now for many 

years, even of that heavy and unwieldy 

erudiuon 
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erutition in which the later mechaniſts of 

this juriſprudence caſed up and cofhned » 

the civil law. Burying their dead out of 

their ſight, they have ceaſed even the 

fruitleſs labour of embalming its remains, 

I certainly am not ſorry that he/e civilians 

have ceaſed, Commentaries even upon 

commentaries muſt have an end; and 

when their end comes, it is a great deli- 

verance. Theſe endleſs creepings of pur- 

blind learning flime our walls no more, 

Yes ; the civihans have ceaſed ; and I am 

not ſorry for it : but they have ceaſed 

(and this is matter of lamentation to us 

all) becauſe the civil law has ceaſed. Its 

bloodleſs, marrowleſs, unmoiſtened trunk, 

is not a nidus now even for inſects. ; 

But I am not to ſpeak of the Continents 

and ſhall not (as I ought not to) go from 

A 4 home, \ 
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home. I ſhall ſay a few words on the cau 

ſes, more general and particular, which have 

rendered this ſtudy leſs valued in our times; 

and I ſhall begin as with a view eſpecial- 

ly, almoſt ſolely, to ourſelves) with that 

great cauſe, to which 1 have alluded, of 

| this law being thought hoſtile to the prin- 

ciples of a free conſtitution, 

This notion of the hoſtility between the 

Roman law and the conſtitution of a free 

government, was taken up (you all know) 

at a very early period in England; where 

this law came to be known even in times 

much remote) under the name of the Cz- 

0 Qa rean law; an appellation which was ve- 

| ry well choſen in the meaning thoſe who 

uſed it intended to convey ; for it certain- 

; ly was no the Roman law that contained 

i the reprobated doctrines; and as to that 

part 
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part of the compilation of Juſtinian (a ve- 

ty ſmall part), which is only Ceſarean law; 

that is, contains only the naked wills of the 

Emperors, wholly looſe from the princi- 

ples of the old juriſprudence, and no way 

bound up by their authority or force; un- 

leſs as matter of hiſtorical record or in- 

quiry, it can have no ſort of connexion 

@vith us at all; or with any other nation. 

This ſpirit of reſiſtance to the Roman 

law in England was ſingularly diſplayed 

in a Parliament held at Merton, many 

hundred years ago. It was propoſed to in- 

troduce the regulations of the civil law up- 

on a buſineſs, which, according to the man- 

ners of the times, ſhould have been receiv- 

ed with great ſatisfaQtion. It was backed 

aiſo (it is ſaid) with the whole authority of 
the clergy ; who, wiſhing greatly what 

| | they 
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they thought and held as the Roman law; 

to be eſtabliſhed in the kingdom, imagin- 

ed that this could be moſt eaſily brought 

about, by having its authority acknow- 

ledged in a matter to which (as they fondly 

augured from the manners and maxims of 

the age) no oppoſition could be given. 

This was the practice of legitimation by 

ſubſequent marriage ; which, though no 

part of the original Roman law (and ac- 

cordingly not to be found in the Pandects) 

had yet been introduced into its ſyſtem by 

the Emperor Conſtantine, and, as the cler- 

gy thought, would be very acceptable to 

the barons of ther days. It is thus that the 

ſtory is told by an admirable writer of our 

days; and told undoubtedly in its true 

cauſes and ſpirit, Yet this propoſal, made 

with ſuch authority, and carrying with it 

ſuch favour and power, was, notwith- 

ſtanding, 
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landing, from the general ſpirit of oppo- 

ſition to the Roman ſyſtem, as conceived 

to be a ſort of digeſt of tyranny, rejected 

by the barons, with one voice in the fa- 

mous declaration ſo well known, and fo 

frequently fince repeated, of nolumus leges 

Angliæ mutari. It was thought by theſe 

high ſpirited nobles, that the ſyſtem itſelf 

(of which this enactment was a part) was 

inimical to Engliſh freedom ; and they a0. 

cordingly, with all its blandiſhments, threw 

it from them with a ſurly diſdain. And 

the old barons oſ England did exceeding- 

ly right, when they thus rejected the Ro- 

man ſyſtem (even in this equitable inno- 

vation), and as it was thus ſought to be 

introduced into their country; when it was 

ſought to be introduced, not as a ſyſtem of 

law, regulating, upon general principles 

of reaſon, illuſtrated and explained by nu- 

merous 
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merous examples, the private rights of iri- 

dividuals in the ſtate (in which reſpect, it 

had been introduced and known from the 

firſt evilization of the iſland) ; but, as in 

ſubverſion of our own eſtabliſhed rights 

and forms, as the conſtitutional law of the 

government : When it was thus imagined, 

that this eſtabliſhmerit of the imperial 

practice might only be the opening to the 

general eſtabliſhment of the imperial doc- 

trines ; and eſpecially thoſe of a political 

nature ; which were then, as in the cha- 

racter of the times, of all others the beſt 

known; and vulgarly its only known max- 

ims. 

For it is proper to obſerve here (and it 

deſerves much to be remarked), that, in 

thoſe ages (much more ignorant than 

what had gone before them) ſome pro- 

minent 
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minent maxims of the Roman law, or 

ſuppoſed to be of the Roman law, were 

the only things commonly known or 

much attended to; and it being imagined 

(in the general neglect of its real princi- 

ples as a ſyſtem of juriſprudence), that 

ſome ſtraggling texts, regarding the im- 

perial government of Rome, although 

themſelves much mifunderſtood, and 

greatly carried from their true meaning, 

were the real doArines of that law—its 

general authority over the whole Weſt 

was attempted, in this way, and by ill- 

deſigning men, to be made the pretence, 

even in thoſe early times, of eſtabliſhing 

what they thought the Roman code, as 

the rule for the conſtitutional government 

of Europe. Too much of this thing hap- 

pened on the Continent; and it was well 

it was reſiſted in this iſland. A very 

ſingular 
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ſingular doctrine is recorded in the caſe of 

the firſt civilians; who, after the revival 

of this law in Italy, roſe as lights upon 

the darkneſs of former times. They very 

ſoon ſplit into ſects; and the chief hereſy 

(for reaſon here, as among well informed 

men, was with the majority), was that the 

German emperors (and their law might 

thus truly be called Cz/arean law) were, 

| as in the right of the old Emperors of 

Rome, the true proprietors of the ſoil and 

of the eſtates of their ſubjeQs ; that they 

had dominium as well as imperium in all 
things; and that the ſtate thus (that is, 

themſelves) was the only and abſolute 

proprietor of what the ſubjects, individu- 

ally, or as corporate bodies, held as under 

them; really (according to this Cæſarean 

ſect) in the character of fenants at vill, 

though, in the courteſy of common lan- 

L guage, 
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guage, they might be called proprictors. 

This hereſy was firſt broached by a cele- 

brated lawyer of the older times, Mar- 

tinus ; who was in high favour (as was 

natural from his doctrines) with the Em- 

peror Frederick Barbaroſſa. Notwith- 

ſtanding the celebrity of the teacher, and 

the power of the patron, this deſpotic 

hereſy appears not to hive laſted long. 

It has been revived in theory, and put in 

complete practice, in our days. 

You will find afterwards, that theſe 

doctrines and maxims (1 do not allude - 

merely to the particular hereſy I have 

mentioned juſt now, but to the whole 

deſpotic doctrines ſaid to be found in this 

fyſtem) formed no part whatever of the 

Roman law. Even if they had formed 

any part of it (as coming from late and 

degenerate 
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degenerate times) this would have been 

of no conſequence to the queſtion of its 

ſtudy as a ſyſtem of juriſprudence ; nor 

ſhould, in any way, have impaired the 

credit of this law, as under this great 

conſideration, The maxims of the impe- 

rial g »vernment (allowing them to be 

what they were ſaid to be) could (as they 

moſt certainly ought to, have been re- 

jected, without any injury to the prin- 

ciples of reaſon and equity, on which the 

Roman law, as a ſyſtem of juſtice, and 

regarding the concerns of individuals, or 

bodies of men, in other matters than go- 

| vernment; was placed. The two things 

were completely diſtinct, had the law-of 

Rome even been chargeable with this 

high crime. It was not chargeable. The 

Roman deſpotiſm, was not like other ty- 

rannies of which we have heard, or have 

ſeen. 
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ſeen. Its injuſtice or wrongs, were known 

only in its praclice. Yet this (which was 

excuſable in an ignorant age) has been a 

challenge, and even a cauſe of reproba- 

tion, down to our own days. It was 

even ſaid (by a noted writer of the day) 

of a noble and venerable judge; who, 

upon the equity of the Roman ſyſtem, 

has eſtabliſhed the mercantile law of Eng- 

land ; that he would have made an ad- 

mirable Pretcr under Juſtinian. And the 
ſame popular writer, for the ſame pur- 

poſes of popular abuſe, has (and in the 

ſame place) mentioned this civil law; 

which grew ap, which chiefly flouriſhed, 

which came to its maturity, (having not 

the bloſſoms only but the fruit) in the re- 

publican times, and by the labours and 

ſcience of the republican men of Rome; 

he has repreſented it, in conformity with 

B the 
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the prejudices of the people on which he 

was to work ; this juriſprudence itſelf, 

this very republican juriſprudence, as cul- 

tivated in the decline of their empire, and 

contributing to its fall, How ſtrangely 

this was ſaid! It was this juriſprudence 

which preſerved perſonal liberty at Rome, 

when political liberty was wholly gone. 

It was this juriſprudence which always 

mitigated, which often controuled, the im- 

perial deſpotiſm, There are fewer inſtan- 

ces of illegal proceeding by law, (and 

nothing was done there but by law, where 

it was not military execution) in the deſ- 

potiſm of imperial Rome, than in any na- 

tion, enſlaved or free, that has been known 

in the world, This was the effect of its 

juriſprudence ; of its republican Juſtice, 

never loſt, and ſeldom obſcured, in its moſt 

tyrannic times, The proofs of this are 

not 
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not to be mentioned here. You will find 

them, many and ſignal indeed, as we go 

along, and in our after journey. Thus 

what was ſaid of the great judge, ſo far 

from reproach, was panegyric. Such 

things being ſaid, for the purpoſes of 

abuſe, may, however, teach us one leſ- 

ſon; how much guard there ought to be 

in the minds of all men, againſt allowing 

any opinion, however abſurd, to be re- 

ceived in diſcourſe and propagated by tra- 

dition; when it may be the means (by be- 

ing uncontradicted) of retarding the pro- 
greſs of juriſprudence, as here ; (and in 

other caſes, other evil effects may be pro- 

duced) and preventing its eſtabliſhment 

from being early, or perhaps from being 

ever, made complete and durable, It is 

thus, that the noble ſyſtem of philoſophi- 

cal reaſon contained in the Roman law, 

B 2 which, 
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which, even where it is leaſt ſeen (in Eng- 

land itſelf) pervades the whole body of ju- 

riſprudence in every European kingdom, 

has been confounded with the tyrannical 

maxims of the uſurped Roman govern- 

ment under the Emperors; or, as the real 

truth is, with the maxims framed in /ater 

times to juſtify tyranny in others, as if de- 

ſcendible, and actually deſcending in inhe- 

ritance, from the old Emperors of Rome. 

It would have been a ſingular fancy in- 

deed, to have eſtabliſhed that the adoption 

of the legal rules of the Roman ſyſtem of 

juriſprudence, the accumulated wiſdom 

(as you will find in the hiſtory I am af- 
terwards to deliver) of ſome of the great- 

eſt men that ever lived, ſhould have been, 

of neceſſity, followed by the adoption of 

the wrongs, eſtabliſhed, in the pride of 

their domination, by ſome of the worſt 

men 
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men that ever diſgraced humanity. Yet it 

is this ridiculous conceit, that has induced 

many writers (who ought to have been 

better informed) to reprobate this law un- 

der every conſideration. Too much of 

this error (for, as has been obſerved in 

another caſe, very little is Here too much) 

is diſcernible even in the writings of a 

great author ſtill living; the two beauti- 

ful dialogues on the Engliſh conſtitution 

by the biſhop of Worceſter. 

Let me not however diſmiſs this ſub- 

je, without a very neceſſary obſervation, 

Much of the Roman legal ſyſtem (and 

by no means of the leaſt excellence) be- 

longs to the Emperors. The imperial re- 

ſcripts eſpecially, make no ſmall part of 

the nobleſt juriſprudence of Rome. Nor 

are their conflitutions, and placita (as they 

B 3 are 
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are called) in many caſes to be held in 

ſmall eſtimation, by the ſtudent of this 

law. But (as will be fully explained and 

ſeen in the progreſs of theſe lectures) 

theſe imperial portions of our law, are not 

che work of the Emperors, conſidered as 

the maſters of Rome and of the earth; 

but their interlocutors or acjudications, as 

ſitting in judgment, with the moſt learned 

men that have. at any time flouriſhed in 

the world, as their aſſeſſors; ſo that theſe 

decrees of the Emperors are truly to be con- 

ſidered, as the moſt grave and deliberate 

portion of the whole Roman law; being | 

judgments, in the laſt reſort, and ſettling 

definitively (and with ſuch men as the 

real judges) the principles that were to 

guide in the deciſion of affairs. It is, ac- 

cordingly, a very wrong notion, though 

natural at firſt view, and excuſable enough, 

7 - that 
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that leſs weight is due to the re/cript of 

an Emperor in the code, than to the bi- 

nion of a lawyer in the Pandefts. A re- 

ſcript or decree, was the united opinion of 

many lawyers. It is evident here, that 

I ſpeak of times antecedent much to the 

laſt ſinking of the Roman power; except= 

ing only the times of Juſtinian. And the 

times of Juſtinian ] except ; not from the 

character of the prince nor from that 

of his changeable perſonal legiſlation ; but 

from the nature and neceſſary character of 

tus ;urprudence. Collecting and ſanction- 

ing the old law, he could not do otherwiſe, 

than judge by the old law. 

It is not accordingly of theſe things 

(as regarding principles of juriſprudence) 

that we ought to think ill, or to hold as 
no part of the Roman ſyſtem; What we 

ought thus to reject, are matters regard 

B 4 ing 
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ing conſtitutional government, mere fornis 

of. proceſs, and regulations of police (which 

yet may be adopted, when wiſe and ſalu- 

tary, as of good example, though not of 

binding authority ;) or they are the pu- 

aiſhments ordained for crimes; or the 

definitions (where theſe hold more of the 

government than of the juriſprudence ; for 

where they hold of the juriſprudence, they 

are admirable) of theſe crimes themſelves. 

To call this part of the Roman ſyſtem 

our law, or any other nation's law, is to 

re-eſtabliſh, not the Roman late but the 

Roman empire. 

And this may lead to a right under- 

ſtanding of what authority, in our criminal 

law, this ſyſtem ought to poſſeſs, To ima- 

gine that the lex Cornelia de ſicariis, or 

Julia de adulteriis, and fo on (which 

were juſt ſo many Roman ſtatutes, enacted 

3 On 
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on particular emergencies, and with par- 

ticular views) make any part of our law, 

more than the ſtatutes of France, Spain, 

or the Empire, would be abſurd to a de- 8 

gree that cannot be named; and if by theſe 

is meant the criminal law of Rome, that 

law can, in no caſe, be conſidered, and 

upon no principle, as forming in any re- 

ſpect the criminal law of Scotland. But 

if the general maxims of Roman juriſpru- 

dence only, be conſidered; there is then 

no queſtion, that, (ſaving entire our lo- 

cal privileges and cuſtoms, and following 

the train of ſuch decided caſes as we know) 

we either have that as our law, or we have 

no law, It is in this way, therefore, of 

conſidering this ſyſtem; and by making 

the proper diſcriminations, ariſing from a 

comprehenſive view of its genius and prin- 

ciples; that we can at all aſcertain what 

ought to be conſidered as belonging to the 

Roman 
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Roman juriſprudence, and what belongs 

merely to the Roman government, or to 

peculiar Roman inſtitutions. The one is 

ours, and wholly ours; with the other we 

have nothing to do. 

Here, likewiſe, I may mention; what J 

promiſed to take ſome notice of; as to the 

Roman law being termed, in certain old 

ſtatutes, and in ordinary diſcourſe with us 

at this day, our COMMON LAw: an ex- 

preſſion which being fooliſhly and abſurd- 
ly over-rated by /ome, has led others to a 

{till more fooliſh and abſurd denial, of its 

weight, authority, and eſtabliſhment with 

us, in any way at all. Some ule this 

phraſe of common law as if they held 

every Roman inſtitution to be our law, 

of whatever deſcription or nature it might 

be, if not merely-local on the very face of 

it ; and thus, without comprehending ei- 

ther 
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ther the principles or revolutions of law 

among the Romans, make its whole maſs 

and fabric (confuſed in point of time, 

and jarring in reſpect of principle) their 

common rule of legal judgment; from 

ſcattered texts, ſelected at pleaſure, through- 

out the whole corpus juris; and have thus 

not only tied down our legiſlation to what 

cannot bind us, but to what cannot even 

be well underſtood by any man at this 

day. This abſurdity, however, is more 

rare. Others again (and this is the pre- 

vailing vice), holding up our legiſlative 

independence, and ridieuling the notion of 

having ſuch a ſyſtem (as that I have de- 

{cribed) for our common law, maintain (in 

the other extreme) that the Roman juriſ- 

prudence is of no farther weight, than as it 

appears juſt and reaſonable; in which caſe, 

if not contrary to our own laws, we would 

equally 
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equally adopt the laws of France or Ruſſia; 

while the ſtudy of the one ſyſtem is, there- 

fore, in their eyes, no more neceſſary, (un- 

leſs in a general view, and as a general 

accompliſhment) than the ſtudy of the 

other. It is needleſs in this place (and 

the matter will be ſeen more clearly after- 

wards) to enter into any farther conſide- 

ration of this ſubject, than merely to re- 

mark; that the Roman law is not our 

law from any authority either of the re- 

public, or of the Emperors ; that it is not 

our law, ſo as to derogate from our own 

inſtitutions, do away our own manners, 

ſubvert our principles, or our forms, poli- 

tical or religious; but that it is, by ſta- 

tute, and by long received, and truly im- 

memorial, uſage (much better than ſta- 

tute), in its equitable principles, in its ge- 

neral juſtice, and in all the caſes which are 

| decided 
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decided on theſe principles, and by that 

juſtice, the ſource of our law, and its very 

eſſence and body. Take it away; and 

your ſtatute law will be reduced more 

than half. Take it away; and you will 

have no common law whatever. 

For I may farther: obſerve here, (and 

| to conclude this part of the ſubjeR) that 

many of our ſtatutes, enacting the ſame 

things which are delivered in the juriſpru- 

dence of Rome, did not introduce theſe 

matters for the firſt time; but only, by 

this voice of legiſlative proclamation and 

authority, promulgated hat to the whole 

land, which had been the practice long 

before; confirming that practice for the 

future, as it thus authenticated it for the 

paſt, Such, as one very remarkable ex- 

ample, is the ſtatute regarding the doctrine 

of 
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of compenſation. This ſo philoſophically 

equitable doctrine was not ther, and for 

the /ir/? time, introduced into our law, as | 

many have ſaid ; or (to ſpeak more pro- 

perly) the Roman law (of which this was 

ſo ſignal a part) was not unknown among 

us till that period; but the ſtatute (moſt 

certainly, and this was its whole ſcope) 

authenticated the doctrine as having exi/t- 

ed, and confirmed it as to exiſt. 

Much more might be ſaid on this ſub- 

Jet; and of the miſtaken notions that 

have ſo long and extenſively been current, 

as to the genius and principles of the Ro- 

man juriſprudence. But here, and at this 

time, I cannot enter into this great view 

farther, I have conſidered it at much 

length, and in its ſeparate portions, as they 

each 



each ariſe, in what you are to hear after- 

wards in theſe lectures. 

I {hall proceed accordingly, now, to the 

other great complaint againſt the Roman 

{ſyſtem ; a complaint which is peculiar to 

this kingdom; that it has prevented (or 

tends to prevent) the ſtudy cf the feudal 

inſtitutions, 

| Indeed, both theſe ſtudies have been too 
much neglected among us. But there is 

no ſort of incompatibility between them. 

Ignorance of both, and of each, can be 

the only ground for ſuch a charge. 

It is no doubt true, that theſe ſtudies 

have, for the reaſons juſt now mentioned, 

been confounded and mingled (by per- 

{ons equally ignorant of both) to their 

mutual 
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mutual and grievous injury, But this ig 

no ſort of charge againſt any thing elſe, 

than that impropriety of thinking, and de- 

ficiency of knowledge, which occaſioned 

the miſtakes, and created the confuſion. 

And the accuracy and knowledge, that 

are to remedy this evil, can be found only 

in the regular ſtudy of the civil law ; and 

in that thorough acquaintance with its 

ſyſtem, which would have rendered ſuch 

miſtakes, and any miſchiefs that they 

have cauſed, wholly impoſſible. 

Many things have been laid down by 

our lawyers (and our great feudiſt Craig 

himſelf, has not always eſcaped this error) 

as ariſing immediately out of the feudal 

and the Roman law, which are, in reality, 

connected eflentially with neither; though 

ſuſceptible, from both, of many and im- 

portant 
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portant illuſtrations. This has been the 

caſe eſpecially as to the feudal law; which 

had almoſt ceaſed to have any ſort of -1 in- 

fluence among the modern nations, before 

that part of our law, which we call EU- 

DAL, had a being. With regard to the 

Ber of deeds, both in this and in, our 

eis benies e and which 1 is that 

with the feudal caſtes though it is fog 
ich to call ir feudal law; this even, itſelf, 

is ſuſceptible of great illuſtration, from the 
hiſtory of the juriſprudence of the Ro- 

mans. Both this portion, however, of 

our legal ſtudies ( even were the connex- 

ion leſs between it and the law of Rome) 
and whatever elſe, in our law, derives its 

origin and eſtabliſhment from peculiarcir- 
cumſtances, operating in a peculiar man- 

ner; and to ſuch cauſes much of our law 

C (as 
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(as of all law) muſt be referred ; can fe- 

ceive, if no illuſtration, at leaſt (and moſt 

aſſuredly) no hindrance, from the ſtudy of 

the great and general principles of juriſ- 

prudence; which themſelves indeed muſt 

regulate, in conformity with the uſages to 

which they are to be applied, every ſort 

of queſtion, that is not bound up in mere 

forms and ſolemnities; while, at the ſame 

time, many of theſe forms and ſolemnities 

are themſelves of Roman (as is well known 

to the learned, and) not Gothic original. 

I do not believe, that there is any pet- 

ſon, now exiſting in Europe, who, more 

than myſelf, reverences the feudal law and 
all that belongs to it. I cannot in my 

mind conceive, nor, if the civil law ever 

comes to be ſtudied in this country (which 

it never yet has been) do I think it will 

| be 
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be believed, that a notion had at any time 

prevailed, of there being any oppoſition 

between the ſtudy af the Roman and the 

feudal laws, 'The Roman law (were I 

even to go upon this abſurd and filly 

ground) was the very law of forms, deeds, 

and inſtruments; derived from, conſolidat- 

ed with, preſerving and preſerved, by ts 

principles. The feudal law adopted thoſe - 

Roman forms that were fitted to its ge- [ 

nius ; and, where it did not find fitting 

forms, it invented others. The moſt an- 

tient feudal ſtyle book (or book of forms) 

is Marculſus; nearly fourteen centuries 

old ; and greatly Roman, He who is 

addicted to the one ſtudy, can ſcarcely - 

fail of being addicted to the other; that 

1s, if he begins with principles ; and, hav- 

ing underſtanding at the outſet, has it 

C 2 likewiſe 
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likewiſe in the progreſs, In any other 

way even ſtrong genius will only flounder. 

The feudal law his never yet been ſtu- 

died as it ought to have been ſtudied) in 

Scotland. Craig, learned as he was, had 

certainly no genuine knowledge of the 

antiquities of the feudal law. or the origin 

of the feudal cuſtoms. Greatly learned he 

_ unqueſtionably was (and I have ſaid it 

T elſewhere) with regard to the later times. 

As he is the firſt, ſo he is the only, feudiſt 

we have had in Scotland; that is, ſtrictly | 

ſpeaking, and in the profeſſional line of 

the law. In this reſpect, we have been 

much behind the lawyers of England, (the 
lawyers of the laſt century, | mean; the 

preſent will not carry down ſo great fame 

with them) ; and ſtill farther behind the 

lawyers on the Continent : who have in 

our 
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our age degenerated ſtill more. From this 

ſcantineſs of legal ſcience, it has ariſen in 

Scotland, that our law, as it now exiſts, 

cannot be traced back more than a centu- 

ry. It is needleſs to ſpeak of what hap- 

pened before; of Balfour, Durie, Hope, 

and Haddington. They have their me- 

rit; and great merit; but we do not go 

to them (as generally) to ſeek our law. 

It is a very ſingular thing, that the age of 

the greateſt political and perſonal tyranny 

in Scotland (the times of Charles and 

James the II. and the adminiſtration of 

the Duke of Lauderdale himſelf) was the 

great age of its juriſprudence; its begin- 

nings and almoſt its conſummation. The 

deciſions of our Courts, ſince the times of 

Dirleton and Stair, have been gradually 

forming a law which great feudal know- 

ledge, and, ſtill more, great knowledge in 

C 3 | the 
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| the, Roman juriſprudence (eſpecially as 
ſociety now exiſts, and, if our civilization 

be not deſtroyed, is in future to exiſt) can 

alone enlarge, illuſtrate, and eſtabliſh ; as 

to perpetuity and coming generations for 

individual and for public proſperity ; upon 

thoſe fixed and ſyſtematic rules, that, 

while they comprehend all caſes, ſettle 

each; and that leave nothing to vague in- 

terpretation, or arbitrary obſcurity, It is 

a real truth, (and it is right to ſay it over 

again) that while ſtatutes of old declare 

the Roman juriſprudence, to be the Scotti/h 

juriſprudence, yet we have been, till this 

day, greatly unacquainted with it. The 

old lawyers knew it better than we; eſpe- 

cially they knew it better, in the great age 

of juriſprudence I have mentioned ; but 

they never knew it as it ſhould have been 

known. Will it be believed, that in a 

country, 
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country, where acts of parliament, from | 

the moſt early times, declared the civil | 

law of Rome to. be the common law of | 

the land, there yet have exiſted only | 

two civilians ; Scrimgeour and Barclay | 

of whom the one ne died, not far paſt paſt the 

middle of the ſixteenth, and the other not 

long after the. beginning of the ſeven- 

teenth century; and who died alſo, as 

they had lived, far from home! In Scot- 

land, none of the famous men on the Con- 

tinent ever came to teach the civil law. In 

England, this was done from its very be- 

ginnings ; while, in a later period, Ed- 

ward the I. himſelf (he, under whom the 

ſtatute of tallage paſſed) not only encou- 

raged, but penſioned publicly, the great 

teachers of that law, whom he called for - 

this very purpoſe into his realm. The ci- 

vil law was carly known in Scotland, and 

C4 imperfectly 
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imperfectly known. The circumſtance 

of its being early known, occaſioned it to 

be brought ignorantly as the illuſtration of 

many things, and as connected even with 

miny things, with which it had nothing 
at all to do. The circumſtance of its be- 

ing imperfectly known, continued the 

abuſe thus once begun; and begot other 

abuſes, I durſt not venture to ſay it for- 

merly, when I, for the firit time, addreſſed 

a public audience here in the character of 

a profeſſor, ( though even my firſt ſtudies 

for this place made me ſuſpect it greatly) 

but I now think my duty even requires me 

to ſay, when-1 can ſay it on the authority 

of more intimate knowledge, that the eru- 

dition 1 in the civil law, has never hitherto 

peta brought from this imperfect ſtate in 

this country, Nor is it by any filly deſire 

of f anplifying what it has fallen to my pro- 

3 vince 
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vince to teach and explain (a thing to 

which I am averſe, to the extteme perhaps 

of the oppoſite cenſure, in all caſes, and 

by my natural diſpoſition ; it is from no- 

thing of this ſort) that 1 Have aid this 

here ; which I yet could almoſt be led to 

unſay, on account of the great difficulty 

ſuch a declaration imports of fulfilling 

what belongs to the duty ; ; but it is a con- 

ſideration that ſhould lead both you and 

me to a very attentive and ſerious inveſti- 

gation of the matter which lies before us. 

1 think 1 may venture to aſſert, not only 

of the law of Scotland, but of all law every 

where, and in whatever ſhape ſociety may 

exiſt in future times (even were forms of | 

government made to be of the mere ca- 

price and will of man); that no ſyſtem of 

equitable juriſprudence will ever be known 

in the world, unleſs by the knowledge of 
4 
; 

the 
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the Roman law; and that the knowledge 

of this law, alone, can give to ſuch a ſyſ- 

tem either bottom or perpetuity. I wiſh 

to be underſtood as ſaying this in the full- 

eſt latitude of expreſſion ; ſo ample indeed, 

that neither my endeavours, nor my hopes, 

can reach that point of completion (per- 

haps at any time) the attainment of which 

would place either myſelf, or my hearers, 

in the full view of this comprehenſive ſyſ- 
tem, I fee its vaſtneſs lying before me, 

dark and undefined. I ſhall do what is in 

my power to explain its moſt eſſential 

portions and chief outlines ; thoſe particu- 

larly that are moſt neceſſary (though what 

parts are not neceſſary ) in practical pur- 

poſes to ourſelves. By unpreſuming and 

repeated endeavours, the ſyſtem itſelf may, 

perhaps, in ſome generations of men, be 

reſtored to what it was, long before the 

4 compilations 
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compilations of Juſtinian ; when Papinl. / 

an, Paulus, and Ulpian, were the living 

oracles of this law ; and while it- ſtill 

ſpoke in the writings of the juriſconſults 

of old, in the ſcience, and with the vigour, 

of the republic, 

There is, accordingly, no ſort of oppoſi- 

tion between the ſtudy of the civil and of 
the feudal laws : They are both neceſlary 

to the Scots lawyer. They are both ne- 

ceſſary to the man of ſcientific legal re- 

ſearch. They have each their diſtinctive 

praiſes and utilities, The civil law may 

* 

= _—_— = —ͤyy— — — — 2 ASS” a>. = TE — — — appear in its graſp more univerſal. And 

as furniſhing principles and maxims of le- 

gal equity, it is much more univerſal cer- 

tainly. But the feudal law is connected 

(beſides the local law in many caſes) with 

the governments and conſtitutions of mo- 

dern 
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dern Europe; and in this way is of emin- 

ence and utility perhaps equal. At all 

events, and without ſettling their compa- | 

rative claims, they are both objects of moſt 

neceſſary ſtudy, and moſt important re- 

ſearch ; of which the inveſligation affords 

mutual light, and can in no caſe impede, 

as to the one or to the other, if they ſhould 

not in every caſe enlighten, the mutual 

progrels, 

The Roman law, ſuch as I ſhall deliver 

to you in theſe lectures (confining my en- 

deavours within my abilities and know-= 

ledge) you will thus perceive | conſider to 

be, a great body of univerſal juſtice ; 

which, in this kingdom of Scotland, both 

by uſage and ſtatute, is to be the rule of 

adminiſtering the law in all caſes, where 

uſages derived from other eltabliſhed ſour- 

ces, 
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ces, where the peculiar nature of our go- 

vernment, and where particular ſtatutes, 

ſettling the law of the land, do not de- a 

rogate from its authority, or introduce 

other rules of deciſion. This (as I take it) 

is the full extent of the civil law, as tc its 

direct author ity among us. There is {till 

more to be done than in this ſtrictne is of f 

view, and as conſidering it in the ran ge of 

univerſal juriſprudence ; but it is of chat | 

kind which can be rather pointed at by 

me than explained, and for which the ſtu- 

dent mult be more indebted to himſelf 

than his teacher. 

This antient law (even in a leſs limited 

view than that of univerſal juriſpgydence) 

is a ſort of law of nations, at this day, 

over all Europe; and it might be no difh- 

cult matter to ſhew, that all that has been 
* 

written, 
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Sritten, of any importance, upon the lat 

of nations, in modern times, has either 

been derived from the Roman ſource; or, 

where it has not been ſo derived, that it 

does not contain a great deal of much va- 

lue. The ſyſtem of Grotius is, in a very 

great degree ( generally and in its parts al- 

ſo) founded on the civil law of Rome. 

Among modern nations (it is true) a num- 

ber of new queſtions have ariſen ; in con- 

ſequence of the ſplitting of Europe into fo 

many independent ſtates, by the ſubverſion 

of the Roman Empire, and the ſubſequent 

erection of the later kingdoms. What 

was propheſied by Tacitus long ago, has 

happened. Nam pulſis (quod dii pro- 

„ hibeant !) Romanis,” fays Cerealis in his 

ſpeech to the Gauls, quid aliud quam 

bella omnium inter ſe gentium exſiſt- 

« ent!” The unity of empire had great- 
3 
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er evils; but it had not this evil. Theſe 

modern wars, and the treaties conſequent | 

upon them, and the whole round of nego- 

tiation, before, during, and after them, 

have made the jus feciale of modern Eu- 

rope (and which men have dignified with 

the name of the law of nations) a very 

different thing, and of a nature much 

more trivial, and, as trivial things often 
are, much more complicated, than what the 

ceremonial of war and peace was among 

the Romans. But the ſenſe in which, at 

preſent, I mean the law of nations, as ap- 

plicable to the effect of the Roman juriſ- 

prudence among the different European 

ſtates, is ſeparate from this other thing al- 

together; being of a nature to apply, by 

its common principles of juſtice, to almoſt 

all queſtions that can ariſe in reconciling 

the territorial laws of particular communi- 

| ties; 
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ties; and it being (beſides this general cir⸗ 

cumſlance) received alſo, in a greater or in 

a leſs degree, among the nations on the 

Continent, as well as among ourſelves, and 

as their guiding law eſtabliſhment, a ſort 
of legal inter- community has thus been 

formed (ke the inter community in reli- 
gious worſhip: of old) which nothing elſe 

could - poſſibly have produced; and no 

diſcuſſion almoſt can thus ariſe (Vhere the 

judgment is to proceed upon common 

principles of equity) that does not admit 

accordingly of an eaſy (and, in many 

caſes, of an almoſt inſtant) deciſion; as if 

the different ſtates of Europe were, in this 

reſpect, the provinces of one Empire; 

while Rome thus lives in her laws, for ages 

after the military ſword had fallen from 

her hands; and thus after her downfall 

ſtill rules the nations, 
* 

On 
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On this ſubject, however, it is worth 

while to mention a caution, In quoting 

foreign authorities ; eſpecially thoſe of the 

more modern fort ; we ought perhaps to 

be more on our guard, than we always 

are, in ſtating them as ſupporting this or 

that opinion in the civil law, In many of 

the ſtates on the Continent, a number of 

local uſages have grown up, as among our- 

ſelves; and which have been (as in the 

more formal eſtabliſkment of that law 
* 

* 

among ſbem than among us) incorporated 

with the body of the Roman juriſpru- 

dence, ſo as to appear original portions of 

it; and very frequently to be treated by 

their writers as /uch. In this way, if care 

be not taken, we may be very ready to 

quote ſome regulation of ſome petty Ger- 

man magiſtrate, or the opinion of ſome 

little counſel in a provincial court, as a 

D kreſeript 
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reſcript of Antoninus or a reſponſe of Papi- 

nian. For, over a great part of the Con- 

tinent, the Roman law is not merely ſuch 

as it is here; but every thing is arranged 

under its name of whatever ſort or deſcrip- 

tion it may be: and while thus received, 

wholly in name, it frequently guides very 

little in principle, It is, therefore, of much 

conſequence for the ſtudent, the practition- 

er, and the judge, to attend moſt carefully 

to what really belongs to the juriſprudence 

of Rome, as diſtinguiſhed from what may 

be ſo called or thought ; .and which has 

often no foundation, either in that juriſ- 

prudence, or in any other ſound ſyſtem of 

legal juſtice. 

And this leads me to make the laſt ob- 

| ſervation with which I think it neceſſary 

to trouble you at this time; as upon this 

part 
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part of my ſubjeck. By the ſtudy of the 
civil law having fallen ſo greatly and de- 

plorably in our times; and from no regu- 

lar and ſyſtematic attention being paid to 

it ; conſidering it rather as ſome ſort of 

appendage, than as any real part, of our 

own law; it has come to paſs, that we 

conſult authorities upon it at random and 

occaſionally, and on the emergency of each 

particular caſe ; without either making 

the beſt ſelection among the authorities, 

or underſtanding, even as to theſe autho- 

rities themſelves, more than what is put 

down (if we underſtand at) in the parti- 

cular place to which the contents or the 

index point our eyes, in this fooliſh and 

ſtupid conſultation, It is impoſſible, in this 

way, not only that a knowledge of this 

law ſhould be acquired ; but we muſt even 

become more ignorant of it than by not 

D2 conſulting 
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conſulting it at all, By not conſulting it 

at all, we might, from our own natural 

reaſon and common ſenſe, light upon 

thoſe principles of reaſon and common 

ſenſe, which conſtitute the Roman ſyſtem : 

and there have been, and are, illuſtrious 

examples of this coincidence of natural and 

Syſtematic reaſon. Thoſe who were wor— 

thy to be aſſociates of Ulpian, will natu- 

rally think as Ulpian thought. But by 

the random and ignorant conſultation I 

have mentioned, we pervert our 0wn no- 

tions, without acquiring the knowledge 

contained in the notions of others. And it 

is in this way, that I would reprobate, as 

much as any perſon, the filly oſtentation of 

Roman law learning, by the accumulation 

of quotations on each other, without end 

and without purpoſe ; from all the names, 

ſtrange or familiar, pronounceable or un- 

 pronounceable, 
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pronounceable, that can be ſwept into the 

pages of a ſeſſion paper. Such practices 

have brought great diſgrace on the civil 

law ; which yet, in fact, has nothing more 

to do with them, than. with any reveries 

or abſurd opinions, taken up on any other 

matter of learning or reſearch. 

As to the ſelection of authorities; I do 

not mean to detract from his uſefulneſs | 

(for he is a very well informed and judi- 

cious writer) but with us, now a days, the 

authority of this whole law ſeems, in Scot- 

land, to be referred to Voet. It is not the 

corpus juris itſelf that is now held in eſti- 

mation; and the authority of this Dutch- 

man is now far beyond any authority of 

Paulus or Ulpian, or any deciſion of a 

Roman Emperor, ſtrengthened by the ad- 

vice of all the lawyers in his ſtates. In 

D 3 hon, 
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ſhort, the commentaries of Voet are made 

our Roman law. But there can be no 

| queſtion that this law will never be known, 

nor a firm and fettled juriſprudence be eſ- 

tabliſhed upon its principles, unlefs by ſtu- 

dying ſelf; and, when this ws been gone 

through in the proper manner, by the af- 

ter ſtudy of the commentators in modern 

times (and of Voet among the reſt; for va- 

luable he is, without any queſtion); com- 

paring them all along with the knowledge 

of the claſſic originals, in the ſyſtem itſelf, 

and as already fully acquired; and throw- 

ing away, moſt eſpecially, all their modern 

ſubtleties and meagre metaphyſics ; which 

have nothing to do with the civil law: For, 
be aſſured, that groſs ignorance alone could 

| ever have produced the grofs error, that 

the Roman law was intricate, and perplex- 

led, and abſtruſe ; when its very character- 

iſtic 
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iſtic and eſſence (as exiſting in the pan- [ 

des, and in that great part of the code, 

which is of the ſame juriſprudence with 

the pandeQs) is the being made up of 

plain natural juſtice and obvious common 

ſenſe ; natural juſtice and common ſenſe 

expreſſed, it is true, in preciſe and accu- 

rate language as ſuch things ought to be; 

but with none of the tricks and devices 

and deformities either of a clumſy or of a 

flimſy philoſophy ; neither the heavineſs 

of lumpiſh commentators, nor the ſkip- 

ping levities of overweening Scioliſts. Eve- 

ry thing is accurate, that there may be no 

confuſion ; and every thing is plain; that 

there may be no intricacy. 

It is therefore a very important ſtudy, 

that upon which we are now to enter; 4 

being no leſs or other, than the ſtudy of a 

I ſyltem 
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ſyſtem of laws, collected with wonderful 

induſtry from the writings of the moſt 

learned and remarkable men, both employ- 

ed in affairs and deeply ſkilled in ſcience ; 

the affairs and the ſcience of republican 

Rome, or of Rome, in the times of ſuch 

men as the Antonines, not fallen from her 

arts and learning of former times; and 

drawn in this manner from the practice of 

a great and wiſe people, among whom ſuch 

men had flouriſhed, in an uninterrupted 

and as it were corporate ſucceſſion, for 

many hundred years; purifying and en- 

larging and explaining their legal inſtitu- 

tions. I am earneſt, much more earneſt 

than in my firſt lecture from this place, 

to have it thoroughly underſtood What 

ſort of a thing the ſtudy of this great ſei- 

ence is. I thought highly of it always. 

I cannot expreſs to you how I now think. 

Even 
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Even if I could; I would aſſuredly refrain 

from it. Theſe high eulogies, in circum- 

ſtances not relatively known, inſtead of 

panegyric are depreciation, My wiſhes 

will be fully accompliſhed, (for wiſhes 

ought always to be bounded by powers) 

not by in/rufing you (as I have ſaid) in 

this great ſyſtem, but by making you ear- 

neſt to inſlru# yourſelves. 

How this is beſt to be accompliſhed, 

I ſhall now very ſhortly lay before you; 

and, in doing this, I ſhall have finiſhed all 

that I mean to ſay at this time, and that 

can be conſidered as introductory to our 

after labours. 

In this courſe of the inſtitutions, I in- 

tend to follow a greater variety of ob- 

jects, and to take a wider range than 

6 has 
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has been done hitherto. At the ſame time, 

this range will be itſelf completely bound- 

ed and circumſcribed by my proper ſub- 

jet. I ſhall not go an inch beyond the 

territories of the Roman law. But in this 

eirele there is room enough for much and 

extenſive inquiry; and of a very impor- 

tant and uſeful kind. 

It has not hitherto been made a part of 

the courſe of lectures in this univerſity; 

nor of any other univerſity ſo far as I 

know ; to give a hiſtory of the beginnings 

and the progreſs of the Roman law, and 

of its various fortunes, both among the Ro- 

mans themſelves, and in the ſeveral king- 

domis of modern Europe, I propoſe to 

employ a conſiderable part of this courſe 

upon this ſubject, 

There 
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There can be no doubt that it is a ſub- 

ject of great importance; nor can I well 

gueſs the reaſon why it has not heretofore 

been conſidered as a very neceſſary part of 

the duty of the chair of civil law, I ſhall 

ſubmit to your judgment a few thoughts 

upon it. 

It has frequently been eſteemed (and it 

has unqueſtionably, and in ſome inſtan- 

- ces, been executed with great ſucceſs) 

a neceſſary part of lectures on the civil 

law, to give an account of what is called 

the progreſs of law; or, in other words, 

a view of the beginnings and progreſſion 

of ſociety; or, in other language ſtill, an 

hiſtory of man; or ſometimes alſo an hiſ- 

tory of government. Such ſubjects are 

great and vaſt and comprehenſive indeed ; 

and of as much dignity as can belong to 

any 
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any human ſtudy, They require the hand 

of a maſter, Yet men very little qualified 

for the taſk, and in no degree worthy to 

aſſume this name, have had the temerity 

to put their hands to it, I do not ſay 

(becauſe I do not know it to be the fact) 

that this has been done (I mean by ſuch 

men as theſe) in the chairs of univerſities. 

The matter certainly has been introduced 

there and by men (as I have already 

ſaid) not unworthy ſo to introduce it. It 

is not of them that I ſpeak in this lan- 

guage of juſt condemnation, But what- 

ever be the dignity and grandeur of the 

ſubject, or whatever the abilities of the 

men, it 1s, without queſtion, a matter 

which does not belong to the duty of a 

profeſſor of civil law, Yet I muſt explain 

myſelf more fully here; that I may not 

be miſtaken, either as to things or per- 

ſons ; 
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ſons; and indeed, in this caſe, it would 

give me much more immediate, and even 

much more real pain, to be miſunderſtood 

as to perſons than as to things ; let the 

things be what they may, and of whatſo- 

ever value. 

Where a law college is employed as a 

ſort of general inſtitution, in ſcience, hiſ- 

tory, and philoſophy; delivered under the 

general name of LAw; which is a term 

molt wide and comprehenſive ; of moſt 

univerſal and unlimited range; and to 

which (ſo far as regards the moral part 

of man's nature, whether conſidered as an 

individual or as the member of a policied 

community) no bounds whatever can be 

ſet; where a ſyſtem of education, ſuch as 

this, is expected or deſigned, the teacher 

is, in that caſe, not only warranted, but of 

neceſſity 
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neceſſity muſt, and merely in doing his 

duty, endeavour to give thoſe, who put 

themſelves under his charge, that broad 

and general inſtruction, for the attainment 

of which they reſort to him. But this is 

not the caſe with me. There are other 

inſtitutions in this univerſity, where that 

knowledge may be amply acquired. My 

duty is to inſtruct you only (ſo far as my 

own abilities and knowledge go)-in the 

principles of the Roman law. 

And let me here (I am ſure with no 

deſign of diſpraiſe, which, I think, is far 

removed from my diſpoſition, let me here, 

gentlemen), mention to you that this ſort 

of inſtruction, to which I have alluded, un- 

leſs when both delivered and heard with 

great ſcience, and alſo great ſobriety, is 

very dangerous ground to tread upon. 

Both 
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Both the ſpeaker and the hearer, have 

need to impoſe a very ſtrong curb upon 

their mind. Nothing is more difficult 

than for even the beſt judgments to rein 

themſelves in, when once got upon this 

courſe; and when they have once ſnuff- 

ed up the wild and piercing air in theſe . 

regions of political metaphyſics. I am 

glad that the conſideration of them does 

not belong to me. 

Accordingly, purſuing the line of my 

duty, and confining myſelf within its li- 

mits, I ſhall give you no ſort of diſſerta- 

tion whatever either about the origin of 

human ſociety, or of its various eſtabliſh. 

ments ; neither of the men in the woods, 

or of the men in cities and nations. But 

I certainly ſhould not fulfil my duty (as 1 

take that duty to be) if I were not to give 

you 
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you an account of the origin and eſtabliſh= 

ments of the Roman law: of the Ro- 

man law, as the great and univerſal ſyſ- 

tem of private rights; BUT mingling with 

it no general theories of policy or go- 

vernment ; which do not belong to me 

lin the arrangements of ſtudy in this uni- 

verſity) nor to my office at all, The po- 

licy indeed of the Roman ſtate, as belong- 

Ing to the revolutions of their juriſpru- 

dence, is, and moſt intimately, of my pro- 

vince ; and will be treated of as ſuch, in 

all its general extent ; though not in the 

detail. | 

Perhaps one of the great reaſons of the 

civil law having fallen into ſuch diſrepute 

among us, has been an ignorance of its 

riſe, progreſs, and authority, in this, and 

the other countries of modern Europe. 
- 

The 
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The ſtudent is introduced, all at once, to 

the ſtudy of a ſyſtem, in itſelf exceeding- 

ly deep and comprehenſive, without any. 

of that previous training, which is neceſ- 

ſary to give him proper ideas of the ſub- 

ject to which he is to apply his mind. It 

appears before him as a vaſt and confuſed 

object, of which his perceptions are ex- 

ceedingly indiſtin& and uncertain, On 

the other hand, when he is led up to it 

through the avenue of hiſtorical know- 

ledge, and when the proſpect opens upon 

him eafily and by degrees, his after ac- 

quaintance with it will be both more ac- 

curate, and more laſting. Accordingly, 

this; of itſelf, is a great and a powerful 

reaſon for introducing the ſtudy of the 

principles of the civil law by the ſtudy of 
its hiſtory, © 2 

F But 
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But ſtrong and powerful as this reaſon 

is, there are others, perhaps, of almoſt 

equal importance ; and that equally lead 

to and recommend this plan of ſtudy. 

The ſtudy of the civil law is connect- 

ed, not only with philoſophical ſcience, 

but with the liberal and politer ſtudies of 

claſſical literature. Indeed, without à ve- 

ry conſiderable knowledge of the Roman 

language, inſtitutions, and manners, it 1s 

impoſſible to comprehend fully the ſpirit 

and the maxims of their law. A particu- 

lar explanation of theſe inſtitutions and 

manners does not indeed belong to my 

province. This is not the claſs of Roman 

antiquities, Perhaps, to do this ſubject its 

full juſtice would require a ſeparate inſti- 

tution altogether, At the ſame time, an 

explanation of ſome parts of them, and a 

4 general 
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general illuſtration of that ſubject, is moſt 

intimately and eſſentially connected with 

the duties of this place. And this ac- 

count can in no way be formed into a part 

of the ſyſtem I am here to deliver, unleſs 

by being interwoven and connected with 

the Hiſtory of this law. As to a more par- 

ticular and detailed account of the uſages, 

cuſtoms, and inſtitutions of antient Rome, 

a production has lately been given to the 

world, extracted from the beſt authori- 

ties and moſt authentic ſources, and which 

I ſhall certainly take upon me to recom- 

mend as the beſt guide, in this ſort of ſtu- 

dies, to the young inquirer ; or to thoſe, 

whoſe inclinations and purſuits do not 

lead them to the peruſal of the many and 

bulky volumes, in which this knowledge 

is cloſed and wrapped up. I mean the 

very accurate and uſeful compilation late- 

E 2 3 
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ly publiſhed by Dr. Adam. A gratefut 
remembrance of my old preceptor, and of 

the joys and little ſtudies of my boyiſh 

days, has no ſhare in this recommenda- , 

tion. This makes it more pleaſurable cer- 

tainly ; but the truth of praiſe is ſtill the 

fame, in that utility which is its own 

praiſe. 

In the hiſtory that I am to give you of 

the Roman law, without entering (unleſs 

where it is neceſlary for the interpretation 

of particular texts, or for the explaining 

particular ufages) into any minute detail 

of the antiquities of Rome, I ſhall, how- 

ever, give a comprehenſive view of every 

thing relating to the government and laws 

of that people, The utility of ſuch a 

courſe of ſtudy is, in my opinion, exceed- 

ingly great ; more ſo, perhaps, and cer- 

| tainly 
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tainly as much, as even the advantages 

which reſult, from its gradually leading to 

the view, and opening up the proſpects, 

of the civil law, 

Its advantages are twofold ; as they re- 

late to the communication and continu- 

ance of a claſſical ſpirit of ſtudy ; and ag 

ſuch accounts of the government, and le- 

gal inſtitutions of a renowned people, 

form by far the beſt and ſureſt means of 

ſtudying and imbibing the real principles 

(delivered in their proper length and ſci- 

ence elſewhere) of even public law and 

government, 

As to the imbibing a claſſical ſpirit of 

ſtudy, and the advantages or evils reſult- 

ing from this ſpirit ; this has been the 

ſubject of much common- place diſcourſe, 

2 both 
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both in the way of invective and of pane- 

gyric. My mind is clear on the matter; 

but it would require many words to ſay 

every thing. I ſhall ſay only one thing. 

This learning embraces, almoſt all the in- 

tellectual, certainly all the moral, part of 

our nature. Not only the principles of 

moral ſcience are to be found in it ; but 

all the great and noble examples of ſtrength 

and freedom of mind, of ſocial, domeſtic, 

and political duties, are to be found there, 

in the fulleſt perfection: and there alſo 

are to be found thoſe leſſons of wiſdom 

and generoſity, which improve and exalt 

the mind more than any thing elſe in the 

whole ſcope of ſtudy. In the light, there- 

fore, of a general moral inſtitution, for 

forming, improving, and directing our 

minds, nothing can be of ſuch conſe- 

quence, as that theſe ſtudies ſhould be 

preſerved 
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preſerved or revived: and though it is not 

my buſineſs to conſider them in this ex- 

tenſive view; or even, in this way, to 

ſpeak of them at all; yet it gives me no 

ſmall degree of ſatisfaction, that I find it 

neceſſary, in doing my own peculiar duty, 

not only to recommend theſe ſtudies, but 

to aſſure you that, without a competent 

ſtock of this learning, no progreſs can be 

made in the knowledge of the civil law : 

And my ſatisfaction is (till farther inereaſ- 
ed, by the conviction, that thoſe who have 

once made the progreſs neceſſary for pro- 

fiting, by what is ſaid in this place, (here 
and in the other courſe) will not ſtop ſhort 

at theſe acquiſitions ; but proceed to high- 

er and more eminent acquirements till, 

As to the ſtudy of the civil law; to ſup- 
poſe that it can be known in any degree 

worthy the appellation of knowledge, 

| E4  _ _" without 
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without a very thorough acquaintance 

with the inſtitutions and policy of the 

people who were governed by theſe laws, 

is to ſuppoſe, that law has no ſort of con- 

nexion with, or relation to the manners, 

ſituation, and circumſtances of the people 

that live under it. This knowledge, be- 

ſides, is the only (at leaſt the chief) way 

of making that eſſential diſtinction, of 

which I have formerly ſpoken ; of what 

belongs to the Roman law merely as a ſyſ- 

tem of reaſon, and is accordingly of direct 

authority among us ; and what is peculiar 

to the Roman government itſelf, and ought 

not to be allowed to interfere or claſh with 

the inſtitutions and laws of independent 

nations. 

Yet I am far from meaning, in what I 

have thus ſaid, to repreſent the civil law 
bh 
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under a difficult and uninviting aſpect, to 

thoſe who may have hitherto paid little 

attention to claſſical ſtudies. I ſhould then 

do a very great evil; and likewiſe commit 

a very great error, One of my chief.ob- 

jects in adopting the plan which I have 

mentioned to you, is, that the ſtudy of the 

civil law may be rendered more alluring, 

than it has hitherto been, to thoſe who 

have not turned their attention to the ſub- 

ject, in any great, or perhaps in any, de- 

gree, I mean to convince them, that it 1s 

worthy of their diligent and aſſiduous in- 

veſtigation, both as a matter of liberal in- 

quiry and of profeſſional knowledge; and 

to encourage them to begin, and to pro- 

ceed in thoſe collateral ſtudies, which will 

both render them more intelligent in pro- 

feſſional buſineſs, and, at the ſame time, 

furniſh more improvement to their minds. 

This 
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This I wiſh to accompliſh, not by render- 

ing the ſtudy frivolous, but by making it 

intereſting. : 

The ſecond great advantage to be de- 

rived from the plan of an hiſtorical intro- 

duction to the principles of the civil law, 

is the knowledge that is from thence to 

be obtained of the policy of the Roman 

people, I do not mean the minute parts 

of their government, with which I have 

nothing to do ; but the great and diſtin- 

guiſhed aſpects which it has exhibited in 

the progreſſion or revolutions of law among 

that people. There is no ſubject more 

fruitful than this of ſolid inſtruction. The 
ſcience of law and government can only be 

ſtudied, by what has taken place among 

embodied communities of men; whoſe 

hiſtory affords the leſſons and maxims, 

which 
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which a ſevere and abſtract philoſophy 

may then, with ſafety, examine and ſearch; 

and compound into the original principles 

of government. The ſcience of govern- 

ment is juſt the ſame as the art of criti- 

ciſm. Ariſtotle was after the poets, not 

before them; and is is the reaſon why 

his laws of poetry muſt ſtand forever. It 

is thus, that the laws of government muſt 

ſtand too. While if, on the other hand, 

theſe principles are taken up and explain- 

ed, upon the fancied inventions of theo- 

riſts; who either do not know or diſdain 

hiſtorical wiſdom ; it then requires no- 

thing more than a ſmall portion of acute- 

neſs (leſs than what you ſee employed in 

private cauſes. at the bar every day) to 

maintain, and render ſufficiently plauſible, 

any ſet of opinions whatever ; and if, by art 

or by accident, power is given or obtain- 

ed, 
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ed, to make the weakeſt, or moſt frivolous, 

of theſe opinions, the engine of overturn- 

ing or erecting empires. Certainly it does 

not belong to me to conſider, at any 

length, even. this limited view of public 

law. But it will, naturally and neceſſari- 

ly, make a part (and not any thing ſepa- 

rate or diſtin) in the hiſtorical account 

of the laws of Rome, and of their pro- 

greſs and authority in modern Europe. 

This hiſtorical account however, (it is 

neceſſary to mention) will neither be ta- 

ken up altogether, nor even chiefly, In 

ſuch matters as theſe. It will be more in- 

timately connected with the real buſineſs 

of the civil law. An account of the 

moſt eminent lawyers, who flouriſhed at 

its different periods, of their diſtinctive 

opinions; of the ſects into which they 

were 
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were formed (for this law had its ſects as 
well as philoſophy and religion) ; of the 

way in which theſe ſes came to be con- 

ſolidated in the ſyſtems of the laſt and 

great lawyers in the times of the Anto- 

nines, and immediately ſubſequent to 

their times; ſyſtems yet in part preſerved 

in the compilation of Juſtinian ; and of the 

manner in which. this {ſyſtem (thus pre- 

ſerved ) has become, more or leſs, the law 

of modern nations: and (along with this) 

an account of the chief civilians who have 

flouriſhed in the kingdoms of modern Eu- 

rope; their diſtinctive opinions allo ; their 

ſeats (for they had ſeas lhew/e); and 

obſervations both as to their writings, and 

the men among them, with whom it is 

moſt neceſſary that you ſhould form an 

acquaintance in the purſuit of your ſtudies; 

theſe matters will form the moſt conſider- 

; able, 
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able, and certainly not the leaſt uſeful 

portions of thoſe beginning lectures, which 

I deſign as introductory to the ſtudy of 

the principles of the Roman law: although 

this very introductory matter will, itſelf, 

contain theſe principles in a very conſide- 

rable degree. 

The remainder of this courſe (our chief 

labour) will be employed in explaining 

the general principles of the civil law, 

contained in the four books of the inſtitu- 

tions; as they are there delivered, and ac- 

cording to the plan of the inſtitutions 

themſelves : that is, without introducing - 

(at leaſt in much detail) any of thoſe 

icer queſtions or diſcuſſions that belong 

only to the more advanced ſtudent, and 

Which are to form the courſe of the Pan- 

dects. 

By 
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By ſuch means as I have here deſcribed, 

employed on your part and on mine, and 

by following out this plan and method, 

the ſtudies of the civil law may be reviv- 

ed, and its knowledge ſpread among us. 

In this century men have been gradually 

advancing in ignorance. Some of the 

greateſt men that ever lived may, and in- 

deed muſt, have exiſted ; but the maſs 

muſt likewiſe have been growing hourly 

more ignorant; and for the ſelf {ame rea- 

ſon. In the ſunſhine of knowledge, thoſe 

who could not bear its brightneſs gazed 

and were blind, This darkneſs of the un- 

derſtanding is to be prevented only in one 

way: by modeſt and regular approaches 

to the ſource of light, which will thus riſe 

* with healing under its wings.” Of all 

human ſciences, that which preſcribes, 

conſtrains, this modeſt and wiſe courſe of 

ſtudy 

| 
I 
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ſtudy the inoſt, is the ſcience of the civil 

law of the Romans. He who haſtens here 

mult ſtumble ; and experience joining itſelf 

to advice, mult alſo, in the end, here pro- 

duce caution. In this way, and by a ſlow, 

but ſteady, and well ſuſtained progreſs, the 

elements of all private, of all public, law 

will be known to us: of that which admi- 
niſters the concerns of peace, which juſtifies 

and terminates the actings of hoſtility. In 

this way (and as a particular thing) we 

may be taught one great truth, moſt ne- 

ceſſary and moſt applieable to our days; 

how the God of Chriſtians is the God of 

Battles as much as he whom the blaſ- 

phemers of the times have called the God 

of the Jews. It is ſaid in reference to HIM 

(and thus faid that it might be the ſirong- 

er ſaid, to him) whoſe peculiar name is 

the © Prince of Peace,” that“ in R1GH- 

„ TEOUSNESS- _ 
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*TEOVSNESS he doth judge and mabe 

« i If the principles of this © righte- 

* guſneſs” have been ever explained and 

ſettled among men, this has been in the 

ſyſtem of the Roman juriſprudence. I 

have ſaid already that in # alone is to be 

ſought the whole doctrine of the 4a of 

nations. 

I chall make one obſervation more. High 

as the juriſprudence of Rome is to be held, 

I ſhould yet be ſorry indeed, were what I 

have ſaid as to its uſes and neceſſity in our 

municipal law, to be conſtrued as inferring 

any thing againſt rhe ſeparate and detailed 

ſtudy of the law of Scotland. What I have 

ſaid is, on the contrary, the very recom- 

mendation to this ſtudy, It is not long 

ago, ſince there was no diſtinct eſtabliſh- 

ment for teaching our municipal law : 

F and 
4 
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and it was a very ſore defect. There are 

perſons yet living (I believe), and both 

on the bench and at the bar, to whoſe ad- 

miſſion into the faculty of advocates, at- 

tendance on the Profeſſor of the Civil Law 

was alone neceſſary. Things are better 

ordered now, in requiring attendance up- 

on both for this purpoſe : only, let both 

ſtudies be attended to, as they ſhould be. 

Perhaps, by a ſort of mechanical juſtice, 

which alſo often becomes injuſtice, the 

former diſcountenance to the municipal 

law has occaiioned the more recent diſ- 

reliſh to its ſource and parent. Let this in- 

juſtice end as the old injuſtice has ended. 

The ſtudy of the municipal law has now 

every allurement and authority that it can 

require, as a diſtinct and laſting eſtabliſh- 

ment. Jo reach its full glories as a ſci- 

ence, nothing is wanting but the greater 

I knowledge 
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knowledge and ſpread of the Roman law. 

On this I have already ſpoken my ſenti- 

ments at large, I ſhould ſpeak likewiſe of 

him who is placed in that ſtation of duty : 

but two things reſtrain me. Literary 

Praiſe, in ſuch caſes eſpecially as his and 

mine, is, for the moſt part, doubtful and 

ſuſpected praiſe. That praiſe is not be- 

coming for this occaſion, which is not alto- 

gether pure and unmixed. And further 

(which is my other reaſon) the praiſe it- 

ſelf is wholly needleſs, where a ſupernu- 

merary voice 1s only loſt and hid in the 

general acclamation. I have ſtated to you * 

what I think my own duty ; and I ſhall 

imitate the beſt examples in endeavouring 

to fulfil it. 

F 2 Such 
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Such 1s the plan, gentlemen, that I have 

formed ; and which I ſhall beſtow all the 

pains and attention that I am capable of, 

to render as advantageous to you as poſ- 

ſible in the execution : Time will unqueſ- 

tionably ſuggeſt improvements. I do not 

mean any idle parade of words, in taking 

or ſeeking advice. A man's beſt adviſer is 

certainly himſelf; if he act with any deli- 

beration, Yet, at the ſame time, nothing 

can be of more importance than to receive, 

and (when not contrary to your own de- 

cided judgment) to follow, what may be 

| ſuggeſted as improvements or alterations 

by thoſe who attend ſuch a courſe as this; 

and who are capable of forming an opi- 

nion upon it. Much muſt depend for my 

ſucceſs, in this attempt of reſtoring the ſtu- 

dy 
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dy of the civil law, upon the attention and 

indulgence and communications of my 

hearers. I am yet. but ignorant ; at leaſt 

in many 18 8 uninfirued ; myſelf. I 

have to thn” as well as you; although 

with mordilfirhediate; and compulſory, i in- 
2 — —— — ** 

centives to my progreſs. I ſhall advance 

as I beſt can; but I need encouragement 

and aſſiſtance. After doing all that lies 

in my own power, I ſhall ſtill owe much 

to you, 

FINIS. 






